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investor portfolios for many decades. This guide
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need to know.
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PART I – UNDERSTANDING KEY CEF FEATURES
CEF 101
A closed-end fund is a type of investment vehicle that is traded on the open market. Unlike an open-end
fund like an ETF or a mutual fund, a CEF is closed to regular capital flows. The only way fresh capital can
enter a CEF is through borrowing using leverage instruments like repurchase agreements, credit facilities,
preferred stock and others or through additional share issuance. The consequence of this is that CEFs tend
to trade at prices different from their net asset values, which is referred to as discounts or premiums.
The main benefit of a closed structure is that the capital base of the fund is very stable. This means that
the fund does not need to keep a cash cushion to fund share sales and can invest in illiquid securities.
Another benefit of the CEF structure is that it can use a higher level of leverage than open-end funds. The
actual level of leverage that the fund can use depends on the type of leverage instrument that it uses.
Leverage instruments like preferred stocks and senior notes, which fall under the purview of the 1940
Investment Company Act allow the fund to run at 50% and 33% leverage limits (and higher with additional
conditions), respectively, where leverage is calculated as the amount of borrowed funds divided by total
assets. Leverage instruments that don’t fall under the purview of the Act (i.e. they are not regulatory
leverage instruments) have bilateral conditions that are set by leverage providers such as banks.
Most, though not all CEFs, qualify as investment companies. This means they do not pay taxes on fund level
and instead pass on any tax consequences to their shareholders via distributions. CEF distributions can take
several forms: realized capital gains, net investment income from interest and dividends and return of
capital. Except for covered call and MLP funds, return of capital is effectively “unearned” and conceptually
represents either unrealized capital gains or simply the return investor’s own capital less fees.
Consistent return of capital can lead to disappointing investment results for several reasons. First, it may
erode the fund’s capital base which can reduce its earnings. Secondly, it can lead to the fund having to
engage in potentially dilutive rights offerings. Thirdly, a fund trading at a premium may not provide a way
to reinvest distributions below the market price. Fourthly, it can lead to distribution cuts. Many CEFs,
particularly those that invest in relatively low income assets such as equities, tend to overdistribute relative
to their earnings. This allows the funds to have a more consistent distribution profile and allow it to avoid
deep discounts where it could fall prey to activist CEF investors.

Understanding CEF Structure
A simplified structure of a CEF is shown below. Most CEFs use leverage to increase their asset exposure
and/or enhance their earnings yields. A basic CEF structure is shown below. The fund uses a credit facility
as a source of cash borrowing which, along with its initial paid-in capital, is deployed into a portfolio of
high-yield bonds.
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This is a picture of a simplified balance sheet of a CEF. The fund holds $3.2bn of assets partly financed with
a $1.2bn loan. The fund will receive income on its total assets, pay fund expenses as well as loan fees and
make distributions to common shareholders. This extract also shows how NAV and fund leverage are
calculated and what they mean in practice.

The cashflow statement of the fund is presented below. The fund earned a total of $94.3m during the sixmonth period with expenses totalling $28.2m leaving $66.1m of net income or earnings. If we divide this
figure by the fund’s net assets we get a yield of 6.57%. The fund may choose to distribute a figure higher
or lower than this but this is a good figure to know since it will give investors a sense of what the fund’s
earning capacity is and what investors are effectively earning on their fund capital.

Understanding CEF Fees
Some aspects of the CEF market can be daunting and non-transparent to all but its die-hard followers. A
number of misconceptions that we see again and again has to do with fund fees and expenses. In this
section we talk about some of the key fees, charges or expenses that investors face when transacting and
holding CEFs. Here, we take a broad view of costs including both investor and fund-level trading and
execution considerations alongside the more familiar fund charges like management fees and interest
expense.
One key takeaway is that an understanding of the fund expense structure can give income investors a
serious advantage in the CEF market by being able to forecast earnings trends and distribution coverage.
Investors should also be aware of common misconceptions such as treating fund expenses as management
fees or using stale interest expense figures.

PERSONAL COSTS
It is important not to ignore the costs of transacting in the CEF as these can vary hugely. Personal costs can
be split into explicit and implicit types. Explicit costs are those charged by the brokerage in the form of
commissions (currently zero for most big players) and exchange fees (which should be tiny).
Implicit costs are the bid/offer costs of any given fund or the potential opportunity cost foregone for
investors using limit orders to transact. An indicator of this is the daily average volume shown in the chart
below for the multi-sector CEFs. These can vary between funds depending on their size and investor
6

interest. Using market orders is generally a bad idea in CEFs. Using limit orders can be a good idea though
investors have to be careful they don't find themselves on the wrong side of a trend - for instance setting
a limit buy order of 0.5% below the last close prior to the market open when the S&P 500 futures are
pointing to a -3% open can be a bad idea, particularly for less liquid funds.

MANAGEMENT / INVESTMENT ADVISORY FEES
Management fees are what people generally mean when they talk about fund fees. These are the fees the
fund charges in order to pay its fund managers, support staff as well as make money for the firm.
This sounds easy enough however this is where it gets complicated. Some funds charge a fixed fee on net
assets while others do it on total assets. Funds that charge a fee on total assets have an incentive to run
the fund at higher leverage since that increases the amount of total assets and hence fees. The presentation
of the management fee can also vary with some funds highlighting their total asset fee while others
specifying a net asset fee which can be misleading if investors are not paying attention to the definition of
the fee.
For example, PCI prominently shows a management fee of 1.15% as the first line of its Fees & Expenses
section on the fund website. However, this fee is charged on total assets and with total assets being nearly
twice net assets, it means that the management fee levied on investors capital is just north of 2%. The fund
does not disclose its management fee on net assets though it's not a million miles away from the second
row in the table on their site.

BlackRock does something different. For example, BBN shows that it levies a management fee against total
assets however, confusingly, the management fee shown on its website is a fee on net assets - the fund's
fee on total assets is actually 0.55%.
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Some funds choose to waive management fees for a certain period of time for various reasons. For
example, JLS has a fee waive schedule from 1.5% to 0.25% on total assets for 12 months after the
completion of its restructuring in late 2019.
Another thing to watch out for, though it's not very common, is incentive fees. For example, ECC has an
incentive fee schedule based on the previous quarter's net investment income. This meant that in 2019 the
fund earned an incentive fee of about 2.8% on net assets in addition to its 1.75% management fee on net
assets.
The takeaway of this section is to pay attention to whether the management fee figure you see on the
fund's website is charged on net or total assets. The 1940 Investment Company Act specifies that funds
have to disclose gross expense ratios, however, these include interest expense as well which makes it
difficult to compare apples-to-apples since CEFs use different levels of leverage and leverage instruments.

FUND EXPENSES
There is a set of fund expenses which are necessary to run the fund but that do not go to the fund company.
These are things like accounting, printing, custodian, trustee, legal, audit and other fees. These are usually
on the order of 0.1-0.4% on net assets.
Another set of fund expenses are acquired fund fees, particularly for funds of funds but also for funds that
choose to source a small amount beta exposure in the form of open-end funds, particularly in money
market holdings. This means that funds of CEFs whether ETF or CEF themselves incur two layers of
management fees, the first by the fund of funds managers and the second by the individual managers of
the portfolio funds.

INTEREST EXPENSES
CEF interest expenses are often the largest fund expense. Like other fund expenses interest expense is a
charge that the fund is charged itself by its leverage provider. While being one of the two largest expenses,
interest expense is also one of the hardest to nail down. This is for a number of reasons. First, leveraged
CEFs often hold floating-rate leverage instruments so their interest expense changes on a monthly or
quarterly basis. Secondly, some CEFs choose to hedge their floating-rate leverage instruments though this
can be difficult to separate from a duration hedge. Thirdly, fund borrowings can change frequently due to
borrowing covenant constraints or manager views. Fourthly, additional fees such as commitment fees or
auction agent fees in the case of auction-rate preferreds can further muddy the water.
For investors who care about fund earnings and distribution sustainability, interest expenses are one of the
most important factors to consider. For example, it was the main driver in divergent distribution changes
in the preferreds CEF sector in April 2020.
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To illustrate how important the nature of the leverage facility can be consider a fund with a portfolio yield
of 6%, a fee of 1% on total assets, leverage of 35% and a leverage facility on which it pays 1M-Libor + 1%.
At the start of 2019, prior to the drop in short-term rates, the fund's net investment income yield would
have been 5.8%. At current rates, the fund's yield would be 7.1%. The increase in 1.3% in the fund's yield
is due just to the drop in rates on its leverage facility. Of course not all funds have unhedged floating-rate
facilities so figuring out which funds stand to benefit the most requires careful individual fund analysis.
In addition to fixed or floating-coupon, leverage instruments also vary by type. The chart below shows
rough ranges for different types of leverage facilities. The most common taxable fund facilities are reverse
repurchase agreements and credit facilities along with less frequently utilized auction-rate preferreds and
senior securities. Municipal funds tend to use tender option bonds, variable-rate municipal term preferreds
and auction-rate preferreds.

Commitment fees are typically used in credit and bank loan agreements and credit facilities as a way to
allow the fund to quickly "tap the line" and borrow at quick notice. The cost of such a commitment is usually
on the order of 0.15% on the portion of the agreement that is not drawn down.
One thing to watch out for is that senior securities like preferred stock and baby bond payments are not
technically considered fund expenses. This means that the net investment income of funds that use these
instruments is effectively overstated because it does not include the interest expense of senior securities.
Below is a screenshot of the GUT cashflow statement which shows total investment income of $10.5m
versus total expenses of $4.4m with net investment income being $6.1m. However, this figure ignores the
$5.1m of preferreds distribution that the fund has to pay because it has chosen to use this relatively
expensive way to raise leverage. Had it used a credit facility, its cost would be included as an expense.
9

FUND TURNOVER COSTS
Much like individual investors face transaction costs when dealing in CEFs, fund managers face costs when
dealing in the underlying securities. The actual costs can be quite variable and dependent on the fund's
underlying asset class, amount of trading that the fund does, general market liquidity and other factors.
An important factor that drives fund turnover costs are whether the fund is a liquidity demander or a
liquidity provider. In other words, when the fund decides to transact in a given security does it "take the
price" or does it "give the price"? Funds with large balance sheets and flexible mandates are more likely to
be liquidity providers. They will often get the first call from a bank trading desk or a rival asset manager to
see whether they are in position to bid on certain assets. This ability to provide liquidity during difficult
time periods can allow the fund to acquire assets at very attractive prices. In effect this can lead to a
negative cost of turnover - meaning the fund can, in effect, act as a market-maker and allow it to earn the
bid/offer spread on assets rather than pay it.
Funds that are managed by larger fund families such as PIMCO, Nuveen and BlackRock are in a better
position here by virtue of managing a huge amount of assets. They are able to transact in large sizes and
then spread the assets across a large number of internal funds.

FUND EXPENSE MISCONCEPTIONS
In this section we briefly discuss a number of persistent misconceptions made by some CEF investors.
The first misconception is to confuse fund management fees and fund expenses. For instance, an investor
comparing the total expense ratio of 3.02% shown on CEFConnect for JPS against the popular preferreds
ETF PFF of 0.46% may conclude that CEF fees are so egregious as not worth the bother. Of course, the bulk
of that fee is interest expense which goes to the leverage provider rather than Nuveen. The apples-toapples comparison is a number of 1.3% for JPS versus 0.46% for PFF.
The second misconception is to ignore the fact that interest expense, which drives the bulk of the optically
high fund fee, goes to generate additional yield for the fund. Instead of the focus being on the high interest
expense investors should place more focus on how much additional yield does the leverage generate. If we
disaggregate the sources of JPS yield we can see that the additional leverage used by the fund generates
an additional 2.2% of yield on investor capital net of its cost.
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The third misconception is to use a rearview mirror in evaluating interest expense. For instance,
CEFConnect will tell you that the JPS interest expense is currently 1.73%. In fact, this is almost double the
fund's real interest expense. The error results in the fact that this interest expense refers back to the period
when short-term rates were much higher than they actually are now.
Many CEF investors also get tripped up by thinking of expenses as somehow linked to the fund’s yield or
distributions. The fund’s distributions behave independently of the fund’s fees and expenses. In other
words, CEFs can and do have expenses higher than their net investment income and some even have
negative net investment income. This does not stop them from making distributions as to how they see fit.
CEF NAVs also trade net of all expenses. In other words, there is no single day or period when the fees are
taken off the fund.
Finally, as a technical point, those CEFs that short securities and have to pay the coupons or dividends of
those securities to the lender of the securities do not account for these payments as an expense.

INVESTOR TAKEAWAYS
A lack of consistency in disclosure as well as market driven interest expenses make it difficult for investors
to gauge costs between funds or even in the same fund across different time periods. Apart from digging
into the reports of each and every CEF, there are a few rules of thumb that investors can follow.
First, CEFConnect does a reasonable job in providing fund management fees on net assets. However,
investors should not use it for interest expense figures which are stale at best.
Secondly, some fund companies do a better job than others in providing disclosures. For example, Nuveen
breaks down their fees across different categories including interest expense on both net and total assets.
For PIMCO CEFs investors should look at the second row of the Fees & Expenses section to gauge fund fees
and expenses ex-leverage on net assets. BlackRock funds show management fees on net assets, though
confusingly they imply that it is a total asset figure.
Thirdly, municipal sectors by-and-large use floating-rate leverage instruments which means that they will
take full advantage of the drop in short-term rates. This, in part, explains why the sector has seen the
largest number of distribution increases in the last few months. PIMCO funds, both municipal and taxable,
also use floating-rate leverage instruments.
Fourthly, to more accurately forecast fund earnings and distribution sustainability investors have to
understand the fund's leverage structure. Funds with unhedged floating-rate instruments have been able
to benefit from the drop in short-term rates in 2020 while those with hedged or fixed-rate instruments
have not.
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Finally, when comparing CEF and ETF expenses, rather than focusing on the headline figures it makes sense
to gauge how much additional yield the CEF is generating from its use of leverage.
An understanding of CEF expenses may look like one of the least interesting or relevant parts of income
investing. However, a firm grasp of some of the key concepts can give investors a serious advantage in the
market.

CEFs and Yields
Income investors hear different terms like distribution rates, income, earnings, yields in discussion of CEFs
so it can often be hard to figure out what's what. Some investors care only about distribution rates, others
about income or earnings yields and some about the actual yields of the CEF portfolios (not to be confused
with "CEF yields" which often just refer to distribution rates).
Let's go through a highly stylized example to illustrate why these distinctions are important. Imagine a CEF
with no leverage, discount or fees holding a single 5-year bond that pays a 5% coupon and is trading at a
2% yield. The bond's price in this case will be around $114.
The CEF has a lot of freedom to set its distribution rate within reason so let's say this is 6%. The CEF net
assets are $114 (same as the bond since that's all it holds and the CEF has no other assets or liabilities) and
it receives $5 in coupons each year. The fund's income or earnings yield will be 4.39% or net investment
income of $5 / net assets of $114. The CEF portfolio yield will be, however, 2% since it's basically the same
as the bond. This will be the overall investor return if the CEF terminates when the bond does.
Investors who care only about the "check in the mail" will care about the 6% distribution rate. Investors
who care whether or not the fund is "covering distributions" will care about its 4.39% net investment
income on NAV versus the fund's distribution rate and investors who care about total return or their total
wealth will care about the 2% CEF portfolio yield.

CEFs and Leverage
The fact that CEFs can use leverage is a large part of why they are popular with income investors. Although
open-end funds can and do use leverage (we are not talking about 2x daily-leveraged ETFs here but more
modest 10-20% leverage used by funds like PFFA or NHMAX) the 1940 Investment Company Act puts
tighter controls on open-end funds making them less effective in being able to enhance yield.
One of the most important shifts in markets over 2020 been the sharp turnaround by the Fed in its
monetary policy stance. Faced with collapsing asset prices and an oncoming recession, the Fed sharply cut
its policy rate to near zero. The market expectation is that short-term rates will remain at this level for
several years.
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This repricing of short-term rates has had large and multiple impacts on financial markets. One potentially
overlooked impact that is nevertheless important for CEF investors is the impact of leverage on fund
distributions. Investors typically think of leverage as a simple lever on returns. However, as the financing
cost of many leverage instruments is linked to short-term rates, leverage also impacts funds by boosting or
dampening fund earnings as short-term rates change.
In this section we review different leverage instruments used by CEFs and what they mean for investors in
this economic environment. The key takeaway is that not all funds will benefit from lower short-term rates
as the precise form of leverage will be an important driver of distributions in the medium term.
Apart, from its ability to drive changes in distributions, leverage is important for other reasons. As volatility
stays high, driven by political uncertainty, trade tensions and a late-cycle macro environment, financial
assets are likely to go through repeated bouts of volatility. Certain leverage instruments are more likely to
drive forced deleveraging during such periods of sharp drawdowns and lead to permanent capital loss.
A related point is that leverage and high volatility asset classes like MLPs and CLO equity make for an
explosive combination. The drawdowns across CEF sectors in March of 2020 has shown that some asset
classes are better able to handle leverage than others. The MLP CEF sector has deleveraged across the
board locking investors into very low yielding securities on their cost basis and leaving them with a difficult
choice. Leveraged funds simply do not make good buy-and-hold assets for an asset class of this type.
A final takeaway is that funds are not always transparent in their use of economic leverage, choosing to
focus instead on regulatory leverage, which can make it difficult to gauge how much risk a given fund is
really taking.
When thinking about CEFs and leverage, it is useful to keep the following leverage distinctions in mind.

40-ACT VS. NON-40-ACT LEVERAGE
Only certain types of instruments used for leverage fall under the regulatory purview of the Investment
Company Act of 1940 which created the legal framework for investment funds. According to the Act, CEFs
are allowed to issue both debt (up 50% of net assets or at 300% asset coverage) and preferred shares (up
to 100% of net assets or at 200% asset coverage). These instruments fall into what is called 1940-Act
leverage or regulatory leverage sometimes also called structural leverage.
Leverage instruments that do not fall under the purview of the Act are reverse repos, tender option bonds,
securities lending, derivatives and others. This is why the leverage that is reported by CEFs does not always
accurately reflect the actual economic exposure of the fund. In a sense, the amount of regulatory leverage
is of more interest to senior debt and preferreds holders rather than common stock holders who are less
interested in whether any given financial instrument gives rise to regulatory or non-regulatory leverage
and more interested in the total amount of assets that the fund has economic exposure to.
Regulatory leverage imposes certain limitations on funds' operations in case of breaches. For example, they
place limits on the fund's ability to issue additional debt or preferreds and they also limit the fund's ability
to distribute dividends to common shareholders. In addition, failure to maintain 100% asset coverage for
the duration of 12 months entitles debt holders to elect a majority of the board while a failure to do so for
24 months is an event of default. Preferred shareholders have somewhat similar rights on electing board
representatives as well as being able to vote on fund investment policy changes.
The asset coverage requirements of regulatory leverage instruments may sound burdensome and heavyhanded, however, as suggested above, funds have some leeway to deal with asset coverage breaches. In
fact, as we suggest below, regulatory leverage requirements are actually quite benign as compared to more
market-based conventions of short-term bank-sourced leverage in particular.
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PHYSICAL VS. SYNTHETIC LEVERAGE
Physical leverage instruments raise cash against either collateral or a senior claim on the fund which is then
allocated to additional assets. These instruments include reverse repos, debt and preferred shares, tender
option bonds and others. Synthetic leverage, on the other hand, is typically unfunded and generates
economic exposure via derivatives. For example, a fund can choose to replicate exposure to MLPs not by
buying individual MLPs but by entering into a total return swap with a bank on a MLP index. Or instead of
buying CMBS securities the fund can sell protection on a CMBX index.
Because derivatives require a much smaller cash outlay, they can be very effective in increasing economic
risk exposure of a CEF. The upshot of this is that synthetic leverage instruments can be difficult to keep
track of in fund reports as they are not securities and often do not have large market value figures (because
they are often structured as swaps). Funds are also not obligated to include derivative exposure in their
leverage figures.

SHORT VS. LONG-TERM LEVERAGE
Some leverage instruments like reverse repos, bank facilities and variable-rate preferreds, among others,
are short-term in nature and hence have financing rates/costs that reset periodically - from one week to
three months or so. This means that the fund benefits when short-term rates move lower and is hurt when
short-term rates move higher. Other leverage instruments like longer-term senior debt and preferreds are
usually issued at fixed rates. This means that the cost of financing to the fund is immunized from moves in
interest rates. The downside of this is that this type of leverage is typically more expensive.

TIGHT VS. LOOSE LEVERAGE
This distinction is important because it tells us what obligations the fund has and at which frequency. It
may seem counterintuitive, but 40-Act leverage instruments like debt and preferreds typically place fewer
leverage maintenance obligations on the fund than non-40-Act leverage. In our definition, tight leverage,
which is the kind of leverage typically provided by banks, has a daily margining mechanism that obligates
the fund to have sufficient asset coverage on a daily basis. The exact asset coverage covenants are not
disclosed, however, as they are part of private transactions between the fund and the bank. The potential
concern for fund investors is that the fund will breach its daily asset coverage on a sharp drawdown,
requiring it to sell assets in order to move back within the cap. Loose leverage, which typically covers
non-bank provided leverage, gives the fund more time to move back within the asset coverage ratio.
In this section we review the more popular financial instruments that funds use to source financing and
implement leverage in their portfolios along with the implications they have for investors in this market
environment as well as examples of each type.

A WORD ON HEDGES
Many funds have tended to hedge the interest rate sensitivity of their floating-rate leverage instruments.
For example, a fund that uses a credit facility on which it pays 1M-Libor plus a spread will enter into an
interest rate swap where it receives 1M Libor and pays a fixed rate. This immunizes the fund’s cashflows
from moves in short-term interest rates. It does, however, also increase the effective cost of borrowing.
Funds that have had hedges in place have not been able to take full advantage of the collapse in short-term
rates in 2020.

DEBT / FIXED-RATE PREFERREDS
Financing leverage with senior debt or preferreds has several advantages. First, these are longer-term
instruments which allow the fund to lock in financing for a substantial period of time that prevents the
potential loss of financing due to unforeseen events like a market dislocation. Secondly, these instruments
typically carry fixed interest rates which immunize the funds from changes in financing costs and, in some
cases, can make distributions more predictable. Thirdly, they provide some leeway to funds in managing
their leverage during down markets. Because these securities typically do not have daily market value
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triggers, they would not require the fund to liquidate a portion of the portfolio immediately in order to stay
within leverage limits.
The downsides of these instruments are that they typically carry higher interest rates and have higher
issuance costs.
An example of a fund that is financed with preferreds is the popular utility CEF GUT. The fund has two series
of fixed-rate preferreds paying a weighted-average cost of about 5.5% per annum. Because GUT holds
assets with a relatively low level of income, the choice of this relatively expensive cost of financing creates
an odd situation where the fund's total investment income of $10.1m is mostly eaten up by the
combination of $4.5m of expenses and $5.1m of cost of financing. Of course, income is not all there is to
investing, but given CEFs are income-focused vehicles and GUT allocates to a high income equity sector,
the fact that the fund ends up generating practically no income net of all costs is plainly odd.
An example of a fund that has issued debt is the CLO CEF ECC which has issued two notes with a weightedaverage coupon of 6.7% with call dates in 2020 and 2021 and final maturities in 2027 and 2028. The
unusually high coupon, which beats the distribution rate on many CEFs, is largely a function of the relatively
risky underlying portfolio that consists of equity CLO tranches. The total origination fee for the 2028 note
was about 3.5% of principal which is probably on the high end, but it does speak to the relatively high cost
of tapping this type of leverage instrument.
Both long-term debt and fixed-rate preferreds are fairly uncommon as leverage instruments for CEFs, we
suspect because of the historically steep yield curve and the lower long-term trajectory of interest rates.
This type of leverage is more compelling for higher-volatility funds that may not get attractive haircut levels
on reverse repos or bank facilities. Another reason these instruments may be more attractive to such funds
is that they will usually not cause the fund to deleverage as soon as their coverage ratios are breached
whereas repos and bank facilities typically will.

TENDER OPTION BONDS
Tender option bonds or TOBs are used exclusively for providing leveraged on municipal bond portfolios.
These are fairly complicated structures that behave like repos but maintain the tax-exempt nature of the
underlying municipal holdings. The additional cash is sourced typically from money market funds that
require high-quality bonds as collateral for the financing they provide. The interest rate paid to the funds
is typically based off the weekly SIFMA index.
For municipal CEF investors, there are a few relevant takeaways. First, the financing rate used by municipal
CEFs is very short-term, making CEF funds particularly sensitive to changes in short-term rates.
Secondly, the base rate underlying TOBs – SIFMA – used to be significantly below that of other sectors
which tend to source financing based off LIBOR. Now with short-term rates close to zero that advantage
has disappeared.
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Thirdly, TOBs are still the cheapest significant source of leverage for municipal CEFs, being about 0.25%0.5% cheaper than variable-rate preferreds. This is because TOBs give their holders (the lenders of cash)
the right to demand their cash back on a weekly basis. This means that funds that rely on TOBs are more
susceptible to deleveraging.
Fourthly, TOBs do not count as regulatory leverage. So, for instance, NMZ reports only 7.5% regulatory
leverage despite holding $610m of leverage against $1077m of net assets. NMZ reports its total economic
exposure as "effective leverage" of 36% - a figure which is higher than the vast majority of taxable CEFs,
though not out of line for tax-exempt funds.

AUCTION-RATE PREFERREDS
Auction-rate preferreds or ARPs are used by only a handful of CEFs, primarily PIMCO CEFs, both taxable
and municipal. Generally speaking, CEFs have two financing options: short-term financing which has a
lower rate (is cheaper) but resets more frequently and longer-term financing which has a higher rate
(assuming a normal upward-sloping yield curve) and a longer term. ARPS were designed to square the circle
in a sense – to minimize the interest rate but have a longer term profile. Their structure is designed in such
a way as to have a perpetual term but enjoy low cost of financing due to a liquidity mechanism provided
by periodic auctions (hence the name).
The role of the auctions is to reset the rate on the ARPs and allow holders to sell their positions. Prior to
the financial crisis the auctions attracted sufficient bids and offers for the market to clear. Often, the ARPs
underwriter (a bank) stepped in to provide bids for investors looking to exit their ARPs positions, despite
having no obligation to support the auction. During the crisis, however, banks stepped away from the
market, auctions began to fail and ARPS holders were not able to exit their positions. When ARPs auctions
fail their holders can get locked into a below-market rate for perpetuity.
After March of 2020 some ARPs began to reset at extremely low interest rates giving funds that still hold
them an enormous advantage. The chart below shows costs of three types of leverage instruments used
by PIMCO municipal CEFs as of mid-2020.
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Funds that hold ARPs can benefit in two ways: first, by taking advantage of their low interest rates and
secondly, by buying them back at a discount which is accretive to NAV.

VARIABLE-RATE PREFERREDS
After ARPs begun to fail, the market started moving towards another type of instrument. These
instruments have different acronyms such as VRDPs and V/F/A/MTPs. These new instruments have
mandatory redemption provisions and potentially unconditional puts - stronger protections for holders
who want to exit. Along with TOBs, these instruments are used by municipal CEFs. Relative to TOBs they
tend to be more expensive but more stable and less likely to cause a deleveraging.

BANK CREDIT FACILITIES/LINES
Bank financing has become the primary means of financing for taxable CEFs. For example, the loan CEF
TSLF has a $65m facility with Societe Generale until October 2020 for which it pays 1M LIBOR + 0.95% with
an unused commitment fee set to 0.55%.
Bank credit facilities are similar to reverse repos as both are based off short-term rates and both feature
banks as providers of cash. From a regulatory perspective, credit facilities are not regulatory leverage
instruments. In practice, however, bank credit facilities and reverse repos typically have a daily margining
mechanism which ensures that the borrower maintains a certain haircut or overcollateralization with
respect to the loan.
Funds also typically agree to additional covenants in these agreements which are not made available to
investors. These can include a weight cap on low-rated assets as well as sector diversification requirements.

REVERSE REPOS/SECURITIES LENDING
Repurchase agreements or repos and reverse repos are a form of short-term collateralized lending. It is the
second most common way to borrow for taxable funds. The Nuveen suite of preferred funds, for example,
borrows on a 1M Libor + 0.70% to 0.85% basis across its four funds from BNP Paribas. Repos are generally
used for fixed-income assets whereas securities lending achieve the same thing for equity holdings.
The takeaway for investors is that both credit facilities and reverse repos are highly sensitive to changes in
short-term rates. The downside of these instruments is that banks typically require the borrower funds to
maintain a leverage limit on a daily basis which can create pressure to liquidate securities in a down market.
Another risk of both instruments is that a fund may find itself unable to roll its financing when the current
one comes to maturity which will also require it to sell assets. This is less likely with credit facilities than
repos as they tend to have a longer maturity.
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DERIVATIVES
Derivatives don't fit neatly into the leverage hierarchy because their primary function is to provide
exposure to a particular financial asset rather than raise cash via collateral. Derivative reporting is not
standardized, and it's hard to imagine it will be. Imagine a situation where a fund that holds a portfolio of
stocks also decides to sell calls on the stocks. The fund has increased the notional of its "assets," but has
actually derisked. However, a fund that holds a portfolio of corporate bonds that also sells credit default
swaps has increased its economic exposure or leverage. For single-asset funds, the problem is not too hard
- for example, PIMCO adds CDS exposure to its definition of "effective leverage". However, multi-asset
portfolios are much harder to deal with.
The hybrid CEF PGP, which combines equity and credit exposure in an innovative way is a case in point. As
of Q3 2018, the fund held $187m of credit assets against $115m of net assets - a leverage figure of 38.5%.
In addition to this, however, it also held a market value of $57m of S&P e-mini contracts along with some
calls and puts which further added to its equity exposure. If the equity exposure were held in physical form,
it would have had to report a leverage of at least 53%. However, sourcing the exposure via futures is easier
for PIMCO as it avoids having to raise that much cash, however, it also understates the total financial asset
exposure that the fund holds.
The takeaway for investors here is that it's worth digging into the derivative exposure of funds as the
headline leverage figure can fail to capture the extent of the risk the fund is carrying.

LEVERAGE = ADDITIONAL INCOME?
An important question for income investors is how much does additional income does a given fund
generate by its use of leverage.
In the chart below we plot our estimate of the additional yield generated above the underlying portfolio of
a CEF invested in high-yield bonds that is 30% leveraged and charges a 1% fee. We see that the additional
yield has been increased from about 0.3% to around 1.5%, in large part due to the drop in leverage costs.
This makes CEFs relatively more attractive than they were over the previous few years.

TAKEAWAYS
The main takeaway of this section is that leverage is more than just a lever on returns. It is also an important
driver of fund earnings and distributions, particularly in an environment of shifting short-term rates.
Another important takeaway is the additional risk that leverage can give rise to. Bank-sourced leverage
instruments like credit facilities and repos often require funds to maintain daily leverage limits which may
require them to sell assets in a down market, leading to permanent capital loss. However, because these
instruments also benefit from lower short-term rates, they present a tricky risk/reward question that
investors should consider seriously.
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Finally, investors who wish to understand how much risk a given fund is taking should look further than
just the official regulatory leverage figures as these figures can understate total economic exposure
implemented with derivatives.

CEFs and Discounts
One curious feature that investors discover when they encounter closed-end funds for the first time is the
discount or the, often substantial, differential between the fund's price and its net asset value. The basic
intuition is that investors are getting a bargain because they are able to acquire a set of assets “at a
discount”. Unfortunately, this intuition is wrong. A big reason for the existence of discounts is that, simply
put, it is economically rational for them to exist. This is because a significant part of the cashflows thrown
off by the fund’s assets goes to fund managers. The key takeaway is that investors have to be careful in
using simply heuristics in evaluating CEFs such as using “biggest discount” screens. In most cases, the
discounts are there for a good reason. In this section we quantify fair-value levels of CEF discounts based
on a cash flow approach which takes into account fund fees, leverage and funding costs. We use the
preferreds CEF sector as a case study.
Why do persistent discounts exist in CEFs but not in other investment vehicles like ETFs or mutual funds?
The glib answer is, very simply, that they can. Unlike ETFs or mutual funds, CEFs do not have a process
which ensures that the price and NAV converge to each other. ETFs manage this convergence via the share
creation and redemption arbitrage mechanism while mutual funds simply buy and sell at the closing NAV.
Because CEFs lack these mechanisms, it is up to the market to decide at which price the fund will trade.
CEF investors use a number of heuristics when thinking about discounts. One obvious approach is to just
use absolute discounts - so a fund at an 8% discount is more attractive than a fund at a 5% discount. As we
show below, this approach ignores the key drivers of the discount such as fund fees and funding costs.
Within the preferreds sector, which we use as a case study, fair-value discounts range from +4% to -4%, so
relying on absolute value is far from ideal.
Another common approach to use is the fund's historical discount as a guide. We think there are two main
problems with this approach. First, it's not of much help for new funds or funds with a short track record.
Secondly, fund discounts do not always revert to mean. There are many reasons why this is the case, but a
fund that repeatedly cuts its distribution may tend to see its discount continually come under pressure and
is less likely to see it revert to the mean.

TAKING A CASH FLOW PERSPECTIVE
So if we cannot rely on absolute values or historic averages to gauge fair value, what can we do? One way
to approach this question is through a cash flow perspective which feels appropriate given CEFs are prized
particularly because for their relatively high distribution rates. More specifically, this approach relies on
the fact that the value of an asset is just the sum of its discounted future cash flows. So, if part of the asset's
cash flows goes to someone other than the investor, then the asset should trade in the market at a discount
to its underlying value.
Taking the simplest example - imagine a fund holding a bond portfolio with a yield of 5%. If the fund
manager takes 1% as the fund fee, then the investor only receives 80% of the value of the asset, i.e. 4%
rather than the full 5%. If the investor can purchase the underlying portfolio in the market at no additional
cost, then it would only make sense to buy the fund at a discount of 20% or wider.
Let's take a more realistic example and assume the investor is not actually going to go into the market and
replicate the underlying fund portfolio. Let's assume instead, to illustrate the point, that the investor can
purchase the same portfolio via an ETF. In this case, the discount will partly be a function of the fee
differential between the two funds.
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Most investors are aware that CEFs, unlike ETFs, can maintain leverage. This is one of the primary factors
that allows CEFs to have their high distribution rates. While individual investors can trade on margin, their
margin loan costs can differ from those enjoyed by the CEF. This means we should further adjust the
discount calculation by the differential in leverage cost.

A CASE STUDY OF THE CEF PREFERREDS SECTOR
In this section, we take a look at the preferreds CEF sector as a case study. Because leverage figures change
daily, due to changes in the NAV, we estimate the fund's current leverage based on the last published
borrowing figures and the latest NAV. Fund fee and leverage costs are taken from the fund fact sheets or
reports and calculated using the current LIBOR. For investor leverage cost, we assume a level of Fed Funds
+ 1.5% which is what is on offer at the cheaper brokerages.
For the base ETF fee, we use the active ETF FPE over the more popular passive fund PFF. This creates more
of an apples-to-apples analysis for two reasons. First, we avoid the passive vs. active difference between
the ETF and the CEFs, and secondly, FPE allocates in part to institutional preferreds just as the CEFs,
whereas PFF allocates only to the retail preferreds sector.
In the chart below, we plot the fair-value discounts against actual discounts for the funds in the sector as
of April-2020. The funds are ordered from most "rich" to most "cheap". To take PDT for example, the
calculation suggests that the fair-value discount should be on the order of 4% whereas the fund is trading
at a premium of about 3%.

We can also plot the differential between the two metrics.

What do the results tell us?
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First, all but two of the funds have fair-value discounts rather than premiums, ranging between 1% and 4%.
This points to the fact that it is entirely reasonable for CEFs to trade at a discount and just because a given
CEF is trading at a discount does not make it a "freebie" or an added argument to hold the fund.
The second thing we would highlight is the wide range of fair-value discounts, ranging from a 4% premium
to a 4% discount. This is really driven by the significant variation in fund fees and leverage as leverage costs
are fairly close to each other. This dynamic suggests that analyzing funds by looking at the largest discounts
is not appropriate since different funds will have different fair-value discount levels and ranges.
The third revealing dynamic is the differential between funds of the same family. The 6% fair-value discount
differential between FFC and FLC - two Flaherty & Crumrine funds that have 99.96% NAV return correlation
- may seem wide; however, this is explained by the large fee differential between the two funds. And if we
look at the historic market discount differential between the two funds, we find that is not a million miles
away from this 6%, suggesting that, in aggregate, the market has been pricing this differential reasonably
accurately over the last few years.

Finally, there are a number of funds in the sector which appear to be trading at discounts tighter to their
fair values such as PFD. The answer to this is not entirely clear. PFD has a fee in line with the sector average,
but well above its sister funds. The fund's NII and current distribution yield are relatively middling and well
below the sector average. Its historic returns are good, but below those of FFC and FLC, suggesting decent
but not excessive alpha, and its leverage and leverage costs are in line with other company funds.
This raises an important question. Are there factors beyond our calculation that could justify a discount
different from our fair-value calculation? The answer to this is clearly yes in some cases. Term funds, for
example, have a discount anchor in the form of the expected maturity date where the discount should
move towards zero. This does not appear to be a factor for the two term funds in the sector: JPI and JPT
which are not far from zero anyway.
A history of delivering excess alpha is another reason why investors should be willing to pay more for a
given fund in the form of a tighter discount. Here, fund alpha is calculated as a historic pairwise riskadjusted return differential within the sector. In essence, it represents how well a given fund fares against
all the other funds on average in terms of risk-adjusted historic NAV performance. Here, we see that while
PFD does have a historic alpha above the sector average, it is not higher than its Flaherty & Crumrine sister
funds like FFC, FLC and DFP.
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Another reason why fund discounts can diverge from their fair values is due to leverage hedges. Leverage
hedges typically take the form of interest-rate swaps where the fund pays LIBOR and receives a fixed-rate.
The point of the leverage hedge is to lock in a fixed-rate on the credit facility on which the fund pays LIBOR
+ spread. This ensures that if short-term rates rise, the fund will be able to preserve its earning power. The
downside of a leverage hedge, of course, is that if short-term rates fall, the fund will be unable to take
advantage of this, at least not fully.
Within the preferreds sector the amount of leverage hedging varies from zero to 88%. Flaherty & Crumrine
funds do not hedge LIBOR while Cohen & Steers funds hedge nearly 90% with the rest of the sector ranging
between 25% and 50%. There are two ways to think about leverage hedges. The first way is to roll the
hedge into the overall leverage cost and use that in the fair-value discount calculation. Using this approach,
all but the Flaherty & Crumrine funds will look slightly worse relative to fair-value because their adjusted
leverage costs are higher than the floating-rate credit facility suggests. The second way is to treat the hedge
as just another financial asset or bet in the fund's portfolio, which hasn't performed well over the last year
due to falling short-term rates. In any case, it's not clear from the pattern of discount differentials that the
market is pricing in this dynamic.
The key takeaway of this section is that an awareness of fair-value discount levels for CEFs can aid the
investment process in a number of ways. First, because fair-value discounts can vary widely across a given
sector, the approach of picking funds with the widest discounts leaves a lot to be desired. Secondly, this
approach allows investors to tie together a number of interconnected fund features such as the fee,
leverage and underlying yield into a single metric. Finally, it allows investors to gauge whether using CEFs
is attractive versus adopting a potentially cheaper solution of trading on margin.

CEFs and Distribution Coverage
Since many income investors rely on CEFs for their living expenses, they prize CEF distribution stability.
Distribution coverage is a key metric allowing investors to gauge the sustainability of a fund’s distribution
and potential changes to it. Although the concept sounds straightforward the trouble is that gauging
distribution coverage can be very difficult. The main takeaway of this section is that not all distribution
coverage metrics are created equal with some being worse than others. Another difficulty is that not all
CEFs provide robust coverage figures, and the information available on data portals like CEFConnect can
be woefully out of date.
Our recommendation here is that rather than solely relying on the usual shareholder report coverage data,
investors should, firstly, use other sources of data which are timelier and more accurate such as monthly
fund updates, quarterly earnings updates and Section 19 notices. Secondly, investors should evaluate
coverage trajectory and not just the last data point. And thirdly, investors should take a more forwardlooking perspective that anticipates the evolution of fund earnings due to their sensitivity to changes in
interest rates, credit losses, leverage and others drivers.
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USING DISTRIBUTION COVERAGE
Gauging distribution coverage is an integral part of many CEF investor allocation decisions. Various screens
are readily provided by various commentators, making it easy to pick and choose among various funds.
These screens tend to use data provided by CEFConnect because using CEFConnect provides the quickest
and easiest way to gauge distribution coverage.
As we discuss below, however, indiscriminate use of CEFConnect for calculating distribution coverage tends
to go horribly wrong, particularly in the current market environment when many drivers of distribution
coverage such as short-term rates, asset volatility and leverage, have all moved sharply. The end result is
that "most attractive" funds provided by such screens will tend to be outliers whose coverage is actually
very different.
This is not a fault of CEFConnect, as such, since it simply relies on semi-annual shareholder reports for its
data. However, for many funds, other more reliable and recent data is available, so there should be no
excuse in using the right data for the right fund. In the sections below, we discuss distribution coverage
more generally, present some examples where lazy coverage calculations go awry and give some
recommendations on using distribution coverage.

THE MEANING OF DISTRIBUTION COVERAGE
At its most basic, distribution coverage is the ratio of the fund's net investment income to the fund's
distribution amount per share. For example, a fund that "earns" $0.11 per share per month and distributes
$0.10 per month has a distribution coverage of 110%.
Investors generally favor distribution coverage that is stable and above 100%. This has to do with the fact
that funds with a falling distribution coverage typically find it necessary to eventually cut distributions. A
distribution cut can be a double-whammy for income investors - the income of their position drops and
they suffer a capital loss as funds that cut distributions often see their price fall and/or discount widen.
With a few notable exceptions, CEFs typically prefer not to massively overdistribute because doing so
results in a falling level of net assets, all else equal, due to having to subsidize distributions out of fund
capital. Falling asset levels entitles the fund to smaller management fees resulting in worse economies of
scale. This often requires the fund to carry out repeated rights offerings which can be dilutive and cause
the fund's price to drop, further aggravating shareholders.
Although fund earnings and distribution coverage are key drivers of fund distributions, they are not the
only ones. The CEF market contains many "special cases" of funds that take a different approach to their
distributions. First, funds with managed distribution policies typically make distributions that are linked to
current level of price or NAV. Target term funds often cut distributions in order to conserve NAV or as a
result of deleveraging into termination despite boasting high coverage. Some funds with very low
distribution coverage such as equity funds, particularly Gabelli funds that finance their leverage with fairly
expensive preferred stock, adopt a business model of converting capital gains into distributions, which has
worked well since the financial crisis. Whether it will continue to work well in a falling or stable market
remains to be seen, however.

DISTRIBUTION COVERAGE ISSUES AND COMPLICATIONS
The definition of distribution coverage provided above looks simple enough. However, this is where things
get complicated. What are they key issues to be aware of?
First, the numerator of the calculation - earnings or, more precisely, net investment income - is a
preliminary estimate. It depends on the precise accounting treatment which can be reclassified by the end
of the reporting year.
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Secondly, net investment income is a proxy for earnings, and when we think about distribution coverage,
we are really after earnings, not its proxy. This means that some sources of earnings such as assets that
throw off ROC, which we see in MLP or covered call funds, will give us misleading coverage estimates.
Thirdly, earnings are calculated by using a rolling average - usually of three or six months. The reason we
need to use a rolling average is because financial assets typically do not pay coupons or dividends on a
monthly basis. Fixed-coupon bonds typically pay semi-annually, stocks and floating-rate assets typically pay
quarterly. This means that the rolling average provides an imperfect approximation of the true earnings
picture of a given fund. This suggests that we need to look at the historic trajectory of coverage as well as
the most recent data point.
One example of when this timing difference between the numerator (earnings) and denominator
(distribution amount) creates a misleading signal is when a fund cuts its distribution after deleveraging.
Because the numerator contains months reflecting previously larger earnings, it will reduce at a slower rate
towards the sustainable earnings value than the denominator which will fully reduce immediately.
This is what happened with the Nuveen preferred funds which deleveraged to varying extent in March and
cut distribution in April. When this happened, the distribution coverage spiked up. Over the following five
months, however, we expect it to move slowly toward 100% as the previously higher earnings months roll
off.

Fourthly, distribution coverage is necessarily backward-looking and will not immediately reflect changing
market conditions such as changes in short-term rates, calls, portfolio rebalancing, defaults and other
factors.

DRIVERS OF DISTRIBUTION COVERAGE
What are the key drivers of fund distribution coverage?
One of the biggest drivers of fund earnings are changes in short-term rates. A drop in rates such as the one
we saw in 2020 leads to decreased distributions from floating-rate sectors such as loans, non-agency MBS
and mezzanine CLOs. Preferreds will be only marginally affected as the percentage of floating-rate retail
stocks is fairly low.
We can see the impact of changes in Libor on the benchmark loan ETF BKLN in the chart below.
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Other drivers such as changes in borrowings which we have seen across PIMCO funds in the last couple of
months as well as any sub-sector rebalancing will drive shifts in earnings as well.
Historically, calls were a significant driver of high-yield, municipal and preferreds sector earnings. The chart
below shows a steady drop in earnings for the benchmark preferreds ETF PFF. This passive fund holds
preferred stocks regardless of their yield-to-call and has steadily lost small amounts of capital due to call
action.

Call activity is a function of security prices. When prices are low, calls will be less of a driver of lower
earnings in the near term since below-par prices make it uneconomical for the issuers to exercise the call.
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WHEN DISTRIBUTION COVERAGE GOES AWRY
In this section, we take a look at the differences in distribution coverage provided by CEFConnect versus
higher-frequency figures provided by many CEFs.
In the chart below, we show CEFs with the biggest differences between the figures calculated via
CEFConnect and figures provided by the funds themselves. The obvious takeaway from the chart is that
the differences are massive and, apart from a few cases, fund earnings actually lower than what we see via
CEFConnect.

Let's take the popular CEF PDI for example. CEFConnect shows earnings per share/net investment income
of $1.6779, which covers a six-month period to end of 2019 (the actual figure is $1.70 from the shareholder
report, but it's close enough). Turning it into a monthly figure and then dividing by the standard distribution
of $0.2205, we get the 126% figure that is shown in the chart below under the "CEFConnect" label. That
looks pretty good, but let's dig into it a bit more.
As it happens, PIMCO provides three flavors of distribution coverage: 3-month rolling, 6-month rolling and
fiscal year-to-date. The difference between these is the earnings period that is used. Let's now take a look
at these figures. We can see that both the 6-month rolling and fiscal year-to-date figures were around 120%
at the end of 2019, so that's pretty close to the 126% figure - so far so good. Since then, however, all three
coverage figures have moved much lower. So, making an investment decision based on the 126% figure
would miss important developments since the end of the year.
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The taxable municipal CEF NBB is arguably even more of an extreme case. Its last shareholder report net
investment income figure from Sep-2019 of $0.37 works out to a distribution coverage of 67%. However,
if we look at the monthly figures provided by Nuveen, we can see that coverage has moved around 100%.

It's not clear what to make of the $0.37 semi-annual net investment income figure. This translates to a
$0.062 monthly income whereas it has been running 50% higher than that over the last nine months as
well as prior to 2019. It's possible that the fund had more "paid-rate" hedges in place for that semi-annual
period which caused a drop in income due to the fall in Libor. However, this is speculation on our part.

DEALING WITH UNRELIABLE DISTRIBUTION COVERAGE
So, what are investors to do, given that figures provided by CEFConnect can be significantly divorced from
reality. Below, we list four different information sources for distribution coverage in order of quality - with
the highest at the top.





Monthly rolling coverage updates
Periodic, typically quarterly, earnings updates
Section 19a updates
Semi-annual shareholder reports

Monthly fund updates are the highest-quality source, in our view. However, few fund groups provide them.
Currently, only PIMCO, BlackRock, Eaton Vance and Nuveen publish them with a few-week delay.
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Quarterly earnings updates are provided by some fund groups like John Hancock and Western Asset.
Section 19a reports don't have to be filed if the distribution is fully covered by net investment income, so
they are not always available.
Finally, semi-annual shareholder reports are a kind of "backstop" to distribution coverage in the sense that
all funds have to provide this information. However, as we have seen above, it may be seriously out of date
(NBB being more than 7 months out of date) by the time it comes out.
Following all this information is probably outside of all but the most active and research-oriented investors.
However, at the very least, investors can check the fund website for the relevant information prior to
making their allocation decision. This doesn't solve the problem of actually screening funds for distribution
coverage unless investors rely on a capable third-party platform. The key point here is that investors should
not accept the kind of lazy screens that rely solely on CEFConnect figures and should question the source
and reliability of the information put in front of them.

CEFs and Tax-Loss Harvesting
One of the questions that investors typically face at the end of the tax year is one of tax-loss harvesting - a
technique that allows investors to use capital losses to offset realized capital gains. In this section, we take
a look at ways that investors can find potential alternatives to their existing CEF holdings that are in the red
with an eye to tax-loss harvesting.

LACK OF CLARITY AROUND WASH SALE RULES OF FUNDS
One important issue for investors to understand is the “wash sale rule”. The main idea behind the rule is
to prevent investors from selling an asset at a loss and buying it back immediately to maintain their desired
exposure. Doing this would achieve a tax savings without causing the investor to make a change to their
portfolio allocation.
A key feature of the wash sale rule is that it only arises when an investor buys a "substantially identical"
security within a 30-day period (before or after) of the sale. A serious issue for fund investors is that the
rule was created prior to the explosion of the fund industry. Since then, surprisingly, the IRS has not offered
a lot of clarification as to what it considers "substantially identical" funds.
It's not clear why the IRS has not offered more guidance here. Arguably, it is very difficult to draw a fine
line given the vast number of funds and fund features. Possibly, by failing to draw a fine line the IRS is
making investors act in a more conservative fashion and avoid fund switches that are clearly not in the
spirit of the wash sale rule. Arguably, one such choice is a switch between two passive ETFs that follow the
same underlying index but managed by two different fund companies such as SPY and IVV. However, even
going for a different equity index may not be a slam dunk given the huge overlap in the components of the
more popular indices.

HOW THIS APPLIES TO THE CEF MARKET
For holders of CEFs, the situation is arguably a lot easier since CEFs are active vehicles and so they are
not designed to mirror a particular investment strategy or hold a specific set of securities. That said, the
CEF market is replete with examples of funds that by-and-large hold similar portfolios.
Below is an example of the top-25 issuers of two popular preferreds CEFs: FFC and FLC.
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Although these holdings capture only about 60% of each portfolio, their issuer holdings look pretty similar.
A glance at the actual security holdings of the top 5 issuers shows that both funds hold identical securities
of these issuers, though in slightly different relative amounts. Out of the top 25 holdings each fund holds
only one issuer that is not found in the other fund's top-25 list. And that's not because the fund doesn't
actually hold any securities of the issuer - it just hasn't made it in the top 25.
So, in summary, these two funds hold very similar underlying portfolios. The important question, however,
is whether these funds "substantially identical" according to the IRS. An important factor in answering this
question is the fact that these two funds can hold substantially different portfolios.
This is illustrated by two data points. First, is a key difference in one of the funds' investment guidelines.
FFC will invest "at least 80% of its managed assets in preferred and other income producing securities"
while FLC will invest "at least 50% of its managed assets in preferred and other income producing
securities." This mandate, of course, doesn't stop the funds from holding identical portfolios but it's a
significant difference.
Secondly, annual NAV returns of the funds have clearly not been identical. The chart below shows the
differential between FFC and FLC annual total NAV returns. Only 2020 looks like it has seen nearly identical
returns.
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Thirdly, CEFs, due to their closed structure, present an additional layer of risk between investors and their
underlying portfolios. In other words, though it's clear that FFC and FLC hold broadly similar portfolios, it
does not stop them from trading at different discount valuations. The chart below shows the price and NAV
ratios of the two funds. While the NAV ratio has been stable, the price ratio has moved in a range of 16%
in the past year.

Fourthly, fund-level details are somewhat different between the two funds as well. Leverage levels is
slightly (not hugely) different. Expense ratios are different as is the level of portfolio turnover.
Summing everything together what does this tell us about the "substantially identical" provision? Again,
the IRS has not provided guidance. What is clear is that funds exist along the spectrum of more and less
identical. FFC and FLC are much further along the "substantially identical" spectrum that funds with larger
portfolio differences and managed by a different fund company. Though we are not providing tax guidance
here, the data points in this section suggests that these two funds may very well remain “substantially
different” from a tax-loss harvesting perspeftive.

GAUGING CEF SIMILARITY
Investors who wish to maintain their desired allocation profile but take advantage of tax-loss harvesting
have to be able to gauge similarity across CEFs. In order to do this, we fall back on our relative value
framework which has two main components. We want to select CEFs on the basis of both their NAV return
correlations as well as historic NAV returns.
Why isn't correlation enough? To illustrate this consider the chart below. What correlation do you think is
embedded within the two assets in the chart? The answer is a perfect 100%.
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That sounds really odd - after all the two assets are moving in opposite directions. This is because
correlation measures the relationship between deviations from trend and the trend embedded in these
two assets is different.
To be fair, the example above is one of those academic playthings to show why the standard intuition about
asset behavior can be wrong. That said, below is a real example from the 1970s of stocks and Treasuries.
The correlation between the two assets was a positive 40% and yet the two assets ended up in pretty
different places.

This is somewhat less of an issue when looking at CEFs in the same sector. What can be an issue is the fact
that different funds 1) have different levels of leverage and 2) hold securities of different riskiness levels.
Both of these can contribute to substantial differences in returns. So while NAV return correlation is the
primary tool for CEF investors, they should then also crosscheck both leverage levels as well as historic NAV
returns of their target replacement CEFs. For example, the chart below shows a significant differential in
NAV returns in the Loans CEF sector.

Finally, it is important, and perhaps obvious, that investors don't have to find similar CEF replacements for
their current holdings. They could very well choose funds in the same sector with a substantially different
mandate or portfolio allocation. They should also take into account other key factors such as discount
valuation, yield, historic drawdowns, alpha generation and others.

PREFERREDS SECTOR
Our primary tool in finding similar CEFs is the NAV pairwise return correlation matrix. Each cell of this chart
contains a correlation between a pair of funds. Deep red squares denote a very high correlation and green
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squares denote a low correlation. The way to use this is to find the fund you are trying to replace on the yaxis - let's say FFC - and then along the row pick out squares that are deep red. For instance, these are the
funds having a high NAV return correlation to FFC. These are FFC itself (no surprise here), FLC, PFD and
PFO.

These results make sense - all four of five Flaherty & Crumrine funds look pretty alike, giving investors lots
of options to choose from in this case.

LOANS SECTOR
Here we take a look at another sector – the loan CEF sector. This sector has only a handful of
funds without obvious similar alternatives. The sector is dominated by fund companies like
BlackRock, Eaton Vance and Nuveen which manage a number of different funds in the sector
and follow similar mandates and strategies across their funds. The big blocks of red are easily
seen in the charts below, referring to highly correlated funds run by these fund families.
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PIMCO TAXABLE FUNDS
The PIMCO taxable funds are another set of funds popular with income investors that present a number of
switch options to investors. All but two of the funds below follow a general fixed-income multi-sector
allocation mandate, focusing on high-yield and non-agency MBS securities.

The Risk of Permanent Income Loss in CEFs
One of the greatest worries for investors is the risk of permanent capital loss - a concern that has reared
its head during the 2020 drawdown. However, no less worrisome is the risk of permanent income loss.
This is not a risk that is often discussed but is particularly acute in the CEF market due to the leveraged
nature of many funds and high distribution levels. In this section, we take a look at those funds that have
suffered the biggest drops in yields since the start of the year and any lessons for investors.
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Our main takeaway is that investors should carefully consider the right investment vehicle for the right
asset class. They should think about what could happen to their CEFs if the market were to go through a
significant setback, such as the one we have seen recently. CEFs that respond by sharp deleveraging and
distribution cuts should be treated more carefully in the context of an income portfolio. Our view is that
more volatile asset classes like MLPs and CLOs should be owned in open-end fund form or via senior
securities like preferreds or baby bonds. These securities are more likely to maintain their distribution
profiles through a tough period in the markets than are CEFs.

YIELDS, NOW AND THEN
The chart below shows funds that have suffered the biggest drops in current yield relative to their 2019end prices. To provide some intuition about these numbers and why they matter, let's take the popular
CLO equity fund ECC as an example. Around the start of November 2019 - the initial point of our yield
calculations - the fund was trading around $15 per share and distributing $0.20 per month per share. This
means that investors who were holding the fund around then or who acquired the fund around that price
were enjoying a yield of around 16%. The fund has since cut its distribution from $0.20 to $0.08 per share.
Using the same $15 "cost basis" level, the same holding works out to a yield of 6.4%. Subtracting 16% from
6.4%, we get to a drop in yield of 9.6%. That is the figure that we see in the chart below.

Some caveats are in order. This calculation does not imply that ECC will not be able to raise its distribution
and increase the yield of the fund. It also does not consider the fund's total return generated by prior
distributions that any given investor received. And it doesn't consider the actual purchase price of the fund
which would make the initial yield higher or lower. Finally, there are other reasons to hold CEFs than just
their yield.
With that out of the way, these numbers are fairly scary for income investors. Imagine getting into a fund
in the hopes of generating an 8% yield for many years and ending up with a fund paying just 3% on your
cost basis. Sure, you can reallocate your cash somewhere else, but the fund's price may have also dropped
significantly - CEFs that cut their distribution often see their discounts widen dramatically - leaving you with
quite a bit less cash to reinvest elsewhere.
The first takeaway from the chart is that what were formerly high-yield investments are now low-yield
investments. For instance, the roughly 6.4% yield of ECC on the Q4 2019 price is less than the yield of the
taxable municipal fund GBAB, a fund that is 80% investment-grade. A lower yield on a much riskier portfolio
doesn't sound like a great deal.
The second takeaway from the chart is that it is composed of two types of funds:
1. leveraged funds with very volatile underlying assets - these are the CLO and MLP funds
2. funds that were big over-distributors
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We briefly discuss these two types of funds in the sections below.
For reference, the chart below shows both yields in a before-and-after picture for clarity and includes only
non-MLP funds.

YIELDS AND HIGHLY VOLATILE CEFS
The majority of funds in the chart above are energy and MLP funds. The main reason that these funds have
made it onto the chart is due to the incredible drawdowns witnessed by the sector in March. This volatility
caused the vast majority of this CEF sector to deleverage and sell down assets at depressed prices. This
deleveraging caused most funds to sharply cut distributions, some to suspend distributions and yet others
to terminate. A good example here is a fund like KYN. The fund traded at a price of around $13.50 in
November of 2019 and paid a monthly distribution of $0.12, equating to a yield of about 10.7%. Since then,
the fund moved to a quarterly distribution of $0.15 which is equivalent to a yield of about 4.4% based on
the November 2019 price. The main reason for the distribution reduction was a sharp deleveraging
equivalent to about 60% of the fund's leverage.
What's particularly interesting about the MLP CEF sector is when we compare it to unleveraged MLP
securities like the benchmark MLP index ETN AMJ. This fund's yield went from 8.3% to 6.5% based on its
latest distribution and November share price. So, the unleveraged fund went from a yield that was 30%
lower than KYN to a yield that is nearly 50% higher.
This example shows the fragility of CEFs that invest in highly volatile underlying assets. These funds are
liable to sharp deleveraging and could end up a permanent income loss. Of course, KYN can raise its
distributions organically or through additional leverage as NAVs recover, leading to an increase in yield on
the 2019 price level; however, at this point in time, it remains a low-yielding for anyone who bought it prior
to the drawdown.

YIELDS AND OVER-DISTRIBUTING CEFS
Another type of CEF that has tended to suffer sharp yield drops are funds that have been significant overdistributors, that is, CEFs whose distributions were well in excess of their actual income.
A pair of funds that exemplified this were the Stone Harbor EM debt funds: EDI and EDF.
These funds have tended to over-distribute significantly. For example, EDF used to pay out more than 60%
of its distribution in ROC and boasted yields of 14-16% at the end of 2019. The sharp fall in NAVs of these
funds in 2020 made these large distributions untenable and both funds cut distributions by about half.
Based on their 2019 prices, the yields fell to around 7-8% - still quite high for a fixed-income fund but
nowhere near their previous levels.
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One typical consequence of sharp cuts in distributions is a compression in the fund's premium - creating a
kind of double whammy for fund investors. For example, EDI reached a premium of 20% at the top and EDF
reached a premium of about 55%. Both funds now have premiums in the single digits.
The non-MLP chart has two Gabelli equity funds as well. Gabelli funds are often prized for their distribution
stability. For example, GUT has maintained its high distribution since 2011 - the fund is trading at a 8.09%
current yield as of mid-2020. For this, it has been rewarded with an 88% premium.
A Gabelli fund that did cut its distribution is GGO. The fund used to distribute $0.20 on a quarterly basis
which it has since cut to $0.05. The fund's yield went from about 5% in 2019 to 1.3% based on the
November 2019 price. Even at this vastly lower distribution, the fund is still over-distributing. The main
issue is that the fund has expenses that are higher than its income, even before its preferred dividends,
resulting in negative net investment income.
For investors in equity CEFs that boast high yields, it is important to stress that their high yields are very
much at the mercy of fund managers. Fund managers have a lot of discretion about where to set
distributions, even in funds with managed distribution policies. Funds like equity CEFs with high yields that
convert capital gains into distributions rely on rising asset prices. An extended market environment of flat
or lower prices will stress the managers' ability to keep over-distributing.
Income investors in leveraged CEFs have to keep two scenarios top-of-mind. First, what would happen to
the fund and its distribution if asset prices were to drop sharply? If the fund's asset class and leverage
instrument profiles are sufficiently robust to withstand a sharp drop in markets, then it is more likely to be
able to maintain its current distribution profile.
A second scenario investors should keep in front of them is what would they do if a CEF in their portfolio
decided to cuts its distribution by 50%. Investors who would automatically sell the fund are likely not paying
enough attention to the fund's earnings. If the fund's earnings remain robust, there is little reason to sell
and, in fact, a distribution cut could present an opportunity to add to the position as the fund's discount
would likely widen. And if the fund's earnings were nowhere high enough to support the fund's
distributions in the first place, then perhaps investors should have looked elsewhere in the first place.
Finally, investors should carefully consider tailoring the appropriate investment vehicle for the asset class:
across open-end funds, CEFs, preferred stocks and baby bonds. For example, CLO baby bonds and
preferreds have remained more robust both in terms of price performance and distributions than their CEF
counterparts. This matching of more robust securities with higher-volatility assets can make for a more
sustainable income portfolio.

Evaluating CEFs as Dry Powder Assets
A popular way to construct investment portfolios is to use a barbell approach, that is, combine higher- and
lower-quality assets. This approach has a number of advantages. It provides diversification across the
quality spectrum, opportunities for rebalancing and a source of dry powder to spend during drawdowns.
Normally, this higher-quality allocation takes the form of government or investment-grade bonds.
In this article, we take a look at whether the few CEFs with significant government bond allocations can
play this role in investor portfolios. In particular, we evaluate the following CEFs:




MFS Government Markets Income Trust (MGF)
Western Asset/Claymore Inflation-Linked Securities & Income Fund (WIA)
Western Asset/Claymore Inflation-Linked Opportunities & Income Fund (WIW)

We evaluate the funds on a number of what we call dry powder criteria which are:
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Low NAV/price drawdowns
NAV/price resilience
Robust leverage mechanism
Cost effectiveness

Our main takeaway is that these funds fail to tick all the boxes which is the reason why we would tilt to
open-end funds to fulfil the role of dry powder assets.

A LOOK AT THE CEFS
All three funds are at the very high end of portfolio quality in the CEF space.
MGF holds about 85% in Treasuries, Agencies and other AAA securities with another 13% in investmentgrade bonds. It holds about 11% in BBB-rated assets and has low single-digit high-yield holdings. MGF
carries no leverage and has a 0.75% total fee on net assets. The fund also has a managed distribution policy
of 7.25% of the monthly NAV. MGF closed Wednesday at a 3.5% discount and a 7.5% current yield.
The Western Asset funds have slightly lower-quality portfolios. They hold about 76-78% in AAA securities,
6-8% in BBB bonds, about 5% in high-yield and another 5% in unrated paper. The funds hold about 35% of
leverage. WIA closed Wednesday at a 12.4% discount and a 3.67% current yield. WIW closed at a 13.3%
discount and a 4.06% current yield.

DRAWDOWN BEHAVIOR
The first criteria of dry powder funds is decent NAV performance through the drawdown. MGF sold off
about 5% in NAV terms while the Western Asset funds dropped nearly 20%. MGF has also seen a nearly full
retracement in its NAV while the Western Asset funds are still lagging their pre-drawdown NAVs despite
much lower risk-free rates.

In price terms, the picture is quite a bit worse. MGF dropped about 10% with the Western Asset funds off
by 25%.
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Judging by their behavior through the drawdowns, MGF gets a mixed score. Its NAV did reasonably well,
though it still fell during the drawdown and its price and NAV both rallied back to pre-drawdown levels.
However, the key issue is that the fund's price fell by 10% during the drawdown which, while on the low
end, limits its ability to provide dry powder during the drawdown.
The Western Asset funds don't really pass muster here at all - their NAVs fell sharply and their prices did
even worse. Furthermore, these funds remain well off their pre-drawdown levels.

ROBUST LEVERAGE MECHANISM
One potential difficulty facing CEFs during drawdown periods is the need to deleverage. Deleveraging is
problematic for shareholders because it may lead to both a reduced level of income as well as a locking in
losses, particularly in a mean-reverting market. Different CEFs have different probabilities of having to
deleverage. Those funds with more volatile assets, higher starting leverage and stricter leverage mandates
have a higher chance of deleveraging.
In this regard, MGF looks robust as it carries no leverage. The Western Asset funds, on the other hand, hold
around 35% of leverage, all in the form of repos.
It's noteworthy that the Western Asset funds have a 38% strict leverage cap in their prospectus which
would force them to shed leverage above that level. At the end of 2019, the funds held around 30% of
leverage. A nearly 20% NAV drop through the drawdown would have taken them right up to the 38% cap.
As of March-end, these two funds had slightly more borrowings than they did at the end of the year. It's
not clear based on data provided by the funds if they held tight through the drawdown or when they added
to their borrowings.
However, it's clear that had the drawdown been extended, the funds would have had to cut their
borrowings. Because the funds hold Treasuries, they would not have had to sell lower-quality securities at
depressed prices and so would not necessarily have locked in losses. However, selling Treasuries would
have lowered the risk profile of the funds had it happened.
In terms of leverage robustness, MGF certainly passes the test. The Western Asset funds, however, do not.
During the drawdown, both funds came very close to their 38% leverage caps. And at current 35% leverage
level, they are an 8% NAV drop away from having to cut borrowings.
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EFFECTIVE COST
An important consideration for dry powder assets is their effective cost. The cost factor is fairly clear-cut
for open-end funds - it's basically the management fee which we can look at in either absolute terms or
relative to the underlying yield of the portfolio. For CEFs, the picture is less clear, partly because it can be
difficult to gauge the composition of fund fees such as management fee, other fees and leverage costs.
And it can also be difficult to gauge the yield of underlying portfolio.
To gauge fund expenses, let's see how MGF manufactures its yield. The picture for MGF is very simple as it
uses no leverage and its discount is very small. The fund earns around 2.9% on its assets, takes around 0.7%
for itself and passes on the rest to investors with a small yield bump due to the discount.
The chart also shows that the fund's fee eats about a quarter of the fund's underlying yield - a very high
figure for fixed-income CEFs. This is due to the low underlying yield of the portfolio, no leverage and a tight
discount.

The fund's managed distribution policy muddies the water a bit. Not only does it hide the fact that the fund
is earning a fraction of its distribution but it also leads to a tight discount. Although that's nice for current
shareholders, it makes the fund very expensive relative to its underlying earning power. It's quite telling
that the much more modest distribution rate of the Western Asset funds, despite a similar underlying
portfolio yield, is what causes them to trade at double-digit discounts.
As far as the Western Asset funds, the picture looks a bit different because the funds use substantial
leverage and boast wide discounts. If we look at WIA, we can see that the fund earns about 2.9% on its
underlying portfolio, adds another 0.8% through its use of leverage net of cost, takes away 0.75% via its
fee and adds another 0.4% via its wide discount. Net-net, the fund is effectively adding about 0.45% of
additional yield on top of its portfolio. In absolute terms, that's not a whole lot, but in relative terms, it's
not too bad.
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By the effective cost metric, MGF looks pretty expensive, effectively charging 0.75% in absolute terms and
a quarter of the portfolio yield in relative terms. The Western Asset funds are able to enhance the yield of
the underlying portfolio making them much more cost efficient for investors.
All in all, if we summarize the four features of dry powder CEFs, we come up with the following table.
MGF does well on the resilience and leverage fronts, is mixed on the strength during the drawdown, and
fails on the cost effectiveness point.
The Western Asset funds fail on three of the four metrics and do well on the cost effectiveness point.

A barbell investment approach which mixes both higher-quality and lower-quality assets has a number of
benefits. The higher-quality assets provide a source of dry powder and allow for diversification and
rebalancing during drawdown periods. To qualify as dry powder assets, CEFs should have four
characteristics of strength during drawdowns, resilience post-drawdowns, a robust leverage mechanism
and cost effectiveness. As we saw in the article, even higher-quality CEFs can struggle to meet all four of
these criteria which is why we would tilt to open-end funds to fill this portfolio need.

Generating Alpha Using CEFs
The volatility in the CEF market has been enormous in 2020, so many CEF investors have done well just by
managing to hang on to their holdings and picking up a few bargains in the process. Now that market
volatility has largely subsided, income investors can finally take a deep breath and think about longer-term
sources of return. In this section, we review four types of additional sources of return above and beyond
the beta of their existing portfolio holdings.

1. TERM FUNDS
In relation to their more numerous perpetual funds, term and target term CEFs have a number of pros and
cons, so they often suit different investment styles.
On the con side, term funds present a few additional risks. First is the possibility that the fund extends or
cancels its termination date, as has happened a number of times. This may lead to a widening in the
discount and price weakness. Secondly, term funds that go ahead and terminate are likely to deleverage
and reduce risk into the termination, which will dampen earnings. And thirdly, funds in the process of
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termination may need to sell down some or all of their portfolio in the secondary market taking on the
prevailing bid/offer spread. This risk is real but it is often overblown, as we have seen funds holding very
illiquid assets terminate without taking on any undue cost that is observable in the NAV.
In addition to the risks, term funds provide certain benefits. In particular, the term fund structure of the
fund provides two kinds of risk management. First, the fund's discount should be constrained by the
termination date, which provides an anchor of zero. In practice, this means that the fund's price should
outperform perpetual funds during drawdowns, all else equal. Secondly, term funds typically hold assets
with lower duration, which makes them more resilient during drawdowns.
The most important benefit of term funds is the fact that they can provide a return tailwind if they are
trading at a discount. For example, a term fund two years away from termination trading at a 4% discount
will provide a 2% per annum return boost net of price moves as a result of its discount compression towards
zero on the day of termination.
A way investors can gauge this tailwind is through a metric we call the pull-to-NAV yield, which is an
analogue of a pull-to-par concept for bonds. It is basically the current fund discount divided by the number
of years to its termination, and is a measure of the additional yield an investor in the fund enjoys through
the discount moving towards zero on the termination date. It's not a perfect analogue to pull-to-par,
since the term date can sometimes be extended or even cancelled. However, used appropriately, it
provides a very good estimate of additional performance. The chart below shows this historic metric for
FIV – a loan term fund. Higher levels make the fund more attractive to hold and vice-versa.

The chart below shows the current pull-to-NAV yields across all term CEFs, added to their covered yields
for an estimate of total expected yield into termination.
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2. RELATIVE VALUE
The reason why relative value or rotation opportunities work so well in the CEF space is that many CEFs,
particularly those managed by the same fund company, run very similar portfolios. However, for technical
reasons, the discounts of these funds can oscillate widely relative to each other.
One of the more obvious pairs that we have highlighted in the early part of the year was the pair PML and
PMX. The discount spread between these two funds approached 20%, which didn't make sense based on
the underlying characteristics of the two funds. Since then, we have seen a steady narrowing of the spread
to what is a more reasonable level.

Another PIMCO pair we are keeping an eye on is PCN and PFN.
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In 2020 we have seen sharper deleveraging in PCN than in PFN, so that PFN now carries significantly higher
leverage.

This means that the distribution coverage and UNII gap between the two funds should start to close, which
appears to be already happening, based on April figures. This should be a prelude to discount compression
between the two funds and the outperformance of PFN over PCN.

3. ACTIVIST PRESSURE
Activist investors try to influence CEF boards through efforts like electing board members and proxy battles
to carry out various shareholder-friendly activities such as share buybacks, fund liquidation, tender offers
and others. This is all done with the express purpose of fund price appreciation, typically through discount
tightening.
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Activist funds initiate their battles by acquiring a sizable portion of the fund in order to exercise a
meaningful vote. Because sizable fund holders need to disclose their positions, investors can follow the
activities of activist funds through various SEC filings.
Saba is probably the most active, so to speak, of the activists. Below is an extract of their 13D/G filings in
May of 2020.

Keeping an eye on Saba can also be done through the holdings of their ETF of CEFs CEFS. Their top two
holdings are related to their well-publicized battle with Western Asset / Legg Mason.

Investors can piggyback on activist positions to ride out the battle. However, just because an activist is
involved in a CEF does not necessarily make it a slam dunk for the simple reason that the activist may not
succeed or they may bail out of the fund if they have already gained a decent return rather than stick it out
to the bitter end. Instead a better way to use activist positions is to marry them with funds where investors
already have conviction.

4. ETF / CEF ROTATION
Finally, investors can rotate between CEFs and ETFs of the same sector based on yield differential and CEF
discount valuation.
As an example, coming into the recent drawdown, CEF sectors offered historically low levels of additional
yield over and above sector ETF benchmarks. This was due to the combination of high leverage costs as a
result of higher short-term rates and also tight discounts.

This offered a good reason for CEF investors to rotate into ETFs, as the opportunity cost of not being in
CEFs was very low. Since then, the yield differential has moved higher, driven by both decreasing leverage
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costs and lower asset prices. Over the coming months, particularly if the economic recovery continues, we
expect further tightening in the yield differential between CEFs and ETFs, offering further opportunity for
investors to start reallocating back to ETFs.

5. BETTER DATA
Having access to more timely and better data can make a real difference for a relatively small and inefficient
market that is the CEF market. The majority of CEF investors tend to rely on public websites such as
CEFConnect for their information. However, because CEFConnect is a free resource it is not incentivized to
ensure its data is up to date.
For instance, portfolio holdings and fund leverage data can be months or even years out of date.
On a fund-level basis, one example of how CEFConnect can break down is when tickers change names. For
example, TSLF changed its ticker to FSLF and for months after the fact CEFConnect was showing a stale
discount figure for the fund of 11% whereas the fund was actually trading at a 18% discount. This obviously
limits the ability of most investors of taking advantage of opportunities.
Another example are CLO equity funds which only publish their NAVs monthly or quarterly such as ECC,
OXLC or OCCI. In the case of these funds, CEFConnect fails to update the NAV and show a sensible discount.
Finally, and perhaps most egregiously, CEFConnect only updates distribution changes once the changed
distribution actually gets paid which can be several weeks after the announcement. This means that the
fund’s current yield will be wrong on the website until it is paid. This means that investors will be making
decisions based on the wrong information.

6. TENDER OFFERS
Occasionally, and often be due to activist pressure, a CEF will hold a tender offer whereby it will buy back
stocks at a small discount to the NAV. Typically, funds that do this are trading at double digit discounts,
giving investors an opportunity for a quick profit. Examples of funds that have done this in 2020 are IIF and
BWG, among others.
Investors should keep in mind a few things if they want to participate in tender offers, particularly when
they are not already holding the fund or would otherwise not hold the fund.
1. not all of your shares may be accepted into the tender i.e. if 40% of the shares are tendered for a
20% tender offer then you will get a 50% pro-rata fill
2. there will be a small accretion to NAV for the remaining shares - so there will be some small benefit
for the shares that are not accepted
3. there may be tax consequences - most likely it will be taxed as a sale so if you aren't holding the
shares already and the price ends up being higher than where you buy it most likely it will be a
short-term capital gain in a taxable account, limiting the upside
4. you are taking market risk buying the shares - so there is always a chance that if the market sells
off then you could lose money even if the tender works as expected

7. DIVIDEND CAPTURE
A dividend capture strategy is an income-focused short-term trading strategy designed to hold securities
only for long enough to capture their dividends. At its most basic the investor purchases the shares prior
to the ex-dividend date and sell the shares on or after this date. There is no reason to hold the security till
its record or pay date.
The key question for investors pursuing a dividend capture strategy is what the ex-dividend date of a given
fund is. This date can vary month to month and is typically announced by the fund in a release or on its
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website prior to the fact. For example, this is what the PIMCO release looks like. Aggregator sites like
CEFConnect also publish these dates.

When thinking about executing the dividend capture strategy there are a number of considerations. First
is the technical buying and selling pressure from other investors who are pursuing the strategy. The
selling pressure is likely to be the highest on the ex-dividend date and should subside in subsequent days.
Stacked against this is the market risk element. The longer the investor holds the fund out of the ex-div
date the less technical selling pressure there is likely to be but the more market risk the investor takes on
from random variability in the fund's price. And the third element is the dividend accrual which works
in the investor's advantage through time. The longer the investor holds the fund the more its price should
be supported through dividend accrual. However, the longer this period is the more the strategy begins to
look like the traditional buy-and-hold.
To illustrate how this strategy might work we look at the simplest version of buying at the closing price the
day before the ex-dividend date and selling at the closing price on the ex-dividend date. Obviously, being
able to transact exactly at the closing price is operationally far from guaranteed but this strategy gives us
a base case to see if there is something there. Let's take the large, liquid and popular fund PCI as an
example.
The chart below shows the combination of dividend amounts (blue bars) and the change in the fund's price
between the ex-div close and the prior day's close. As expected we see a positive dividend and a variable
but often offsetting move in the opposite direction in the fund's price.

The success of the strategy depends on whether the running sum of the blue and orange bars is positive.
The chart below sums up the bars for each month.
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If we look over the last 5 years the median monthly return for PCI of this strategy was 0.04% and the mean
was -0.01%. In annualized terms this is 0.5% and -0.15%. That doesn't look particularly impressive - let's
see if we have better luck in the broader CEF market. If we run this strategy on the broader CEF market
over the same 5-year period for funds with a longer than 3-year track record and at least 100k average
daily volume we get an average annualized return of -1.3%.
So, this tells us that when this strategy is applied over the entire CEF market over the last 5 years for
monthly-paying funds it doesn't seem to work. So we have two options here, one is to change the strategy
operationally i.e. don't buy/sell on the close on the ex-dividend date and the date prior. The second option
is to apply the strategy only to a subset of funds.
On the operational side we can make a simple tweak of selling at a different time than the close. If we sell
at the open on the ex-div date then we get to an annualized mean return of 1.2% - still unimpressive but
better than selling at the close. The trouble here, of course, is that selling at the open is far from guaranteed
- though this was also true of selling at the close. The improved performance likely has to do with increased
selling pressure through the day.
Taking a further conceptual leap and selling at the high on the ex-div date raises the median annualized
return to 7.7%. Now obviously the high price of the security on the day can only be known in retrospect
and is not something we can build a strategy around. What it does tell us, however, is that the high price
does tend to be significantly higher than either the open or the close and that using limit orders to get out
of the position during the day may make sense. The actual distance of the limit order from the open can
be gauged from the historic open-to-high daily variability of a given fund.
The other question of this strategy is how should we annualize the results. So far we have been annualizing
assuming we trade only a single fund once a month. If we use 21 funds (one for each business day of the
month) and a close-to-open strategy then we get to an annualized figure of about 39%. This looks much
more compelling though the close-to-close return is still negative which suggests that the limited liquidity
at the open and the downward trend from the open to the close will limit the actual returns of the strategy.
Now let's address the second strategy tweak - if we can choose a subset of funds that perform better than
the broader population.
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The best-performing of these funds appears to be AWP. Its annualized average return is 2.95% and its
median return is 0.87%. It does look like the average is skewed by a few good months during the
recovery. This is possibly due to luck and creates a bias in the results as the market has been very volatile.
Outside of this period the performance does not look overly compelling.

Teasing out which funds perform best just due to luck would most likely require excluding March and April
of this year from the analysis although this can start looking like overfitting very quickly.
The recent track record across all three funds is quite poor which is telling of the timing risk involved in
the strategy, however, even prior to this period the returns do not look obviously strong.
One interesting question to ask is can we tell whether investors are actually pursuing dividend capture
strategies in CEFs? One way we may be able to gauge it is by looking at the seasonality of day-of-month
returns. If we see technical buying pressure before the ex-dividend date and technical selling pressure on
and after the ex-dividend date then this will be indicative of investors putting additional pressure on
shares around these times.
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Let's take a look at the PIMCO taxable funds which are high-paying and liquid to potentially attract
dividend capture interest. The typical ex-dividend dates of the taxable PIMCO funds have tended to be in
the second week of the month and are highlighted in the chart below. It is likely not a coincidence that
the first week of the month has tended to see strong returns and the second week the weakest returns
owing possibly to the technical pressure from investors pursuing the dividend capture strategy. The chart
also suggests that the opposite of the dividend capture strategy may in fact work best such as if the
holding period is limited to the last and first weeks of the month.

Moves in prices are in part driven by moves in NAV which add a bit of noise to the analysis. Arguably, a
cleaner way to look at this is to strip out the additional impact of NAV changes and just look at the
seasonality of discount changes. When we do this the picture is similar but a bit more suggestive that
investors are in fact pursuing dividend capture strategies.

We had a further look at the day-of-month seasonality across hundreds of CEFs (all available on the service
in pdf format) and find clear evidence that investors are pursuing dividend capture strategies across higherdistribution funds. The evidence is strongest for funds with the highest distribution rates which makes a
lot of sense. For example, the pair of Cornerstone funds which boast distribution rates around 20% have
an unmistakable pattern of discount widening on or shortly after ex-dividend dates. Total price returns are
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also negative around these dates suggesting that the simple dividend capture strategy discussed above is
unlikely to work in these funds.

This suggests that investors looking to add capital into these higher distribution-rate funds may want to do
so soon after the ex-dividend dates when selling pressure has tended to be at its peak. Tactical investor
may want to try their hand at the contrarian dividend capture strategy which would involve buying on or
shortly after the ex-dividend dates and selling in the subsequent week.

TENDER OFFERS
Our main takeaway is that tender offers can generate alpha for investors in two ways. First,
tender offers have in the recent past generated about 1% in PL over the two-week period
covering the expiration of the tender offer. And secondly, a tender offer can generate alpha
even without having to participate in the offer by providing a measure of discount control for
the given fund since the tender offer will tend to anchor the discount at a certain level based
on the specific characteristics of the individual offer.
That said, because tender offers can feature very different characteristics, investors have to
approach them on an individual basis. Specifically, they should have a plan for dealing with
the sell-down of the residual shares, which can be difficult for less liquid and high-beta funds,
especially when the share acceptance rate is low.

Tender Offer Dynamics
Tender offers are typically a result of CEF activist engagement with the fund sponsor. This often happens
when the fund's discount is trading at particularly wide levels, typically double-digit levels. Activist investors
try to make life difficult for fund sponsors by trying to get their representatives elected to the board. The
fund sponsor, in turn, will often try to reach a standstill agreement with the activist by agreeing to a number
of shareholder-friendly actions, particularly, if the sponsor does not have a strong hand to play.
Which funds may go through a tender offer is not always easy to gauge. Holdings of individual activists can
be telling, however. For example, it is not a coincidence that the large ownership stakes in the two funds
highlighted below have ended up in a tender offer recently.
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In a tender offer the fund will buy back up to a set percentage of outstanding shares at a fixed discount to
NAV. For instance, in the recent BWG tender the fund offered to buy up to 20% of outstanding shares at a
price equal to 99.5% of the fund's NAV on 23-September.
How should we think about the potential profit of participating in a tender? From a pure alpha generation
perspective - that is, of someone acquiring shares for the purpose of monetizing the tender offer we can
split the total profit & loss or P&L into the P&L on tendered shares (shares that are accepted by the fund
in the tender) and the P&L on the residual shares (shares that are not accepted in the tender).
Conceptually, the total P&L looks like the following.

Let's use an example of someone who acquired 1,000 shares of BWG on 15-September - a week prior to
expiration date - at $12.50 and submitted all 1,000 into the tender. On the date of the purchase the NAV
of the fund was $13.87. The actual P&L on the tendered shares will depend on the percentage of shares
accepted into the tender (which will be a function of the total shares submitted and the fund's acceptance
rate cap of 20% of total outstanding shares). It will also depend on the NAV on 23-September. At the point
of purchasing the shares neither figure is known.
The best estimate of the fund's NAV is its NAV on the purchase date less any ex-dividend changes, in this
case $0.07. This gets us to $13.87 (NAV on the share purchase date of 15-September) less $0.07 resulting
in $13.80. We then need to multiply this by the fund's publicized buyback NAV percentage of 99.50% which
gets us to $13.73. Hence, our expectation is for a profit of $1.23 per share plus the $0.07 distribution or
10.4% on the tendered shares. As it happened the actual NAV on 23-September was $13.60 which resulted
in a buy-back price of $13.53 and a return on tendered shares of 8.8%, with the distribution included.
As far as the return on residual shares, this P&L is simply a function of the purchase price and the sale price,
also accounting for the distribution. The slight complication here is that all of the shares submitted into the
tender are locked for several days so they are not available to be sold on expiration date. In the case of
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BWG the residual shares were unlocked around 28-September at which point they were trading at $11.61.
The makes the resulting return on residual shares to be -6.6%. It goes without saying, that this is based off
closing prices so the individual mileage will vary.
The final step is to figure out the proportion of shares that were actually tendered. In the case of BWG 67%
of outstanding shares were tendered which means that about 30% of the tendered shares were accepted.
This makes the total P&L of 30% x 8.8% + 70% x -6.6% = -2%.
A loss of 2% on the tender offer is clearly not a great result. This example illustrates the potential risk in
the tender offer transaction. In particular, the total P&L is driven in large part by what happens to the price
of the residual shares, which in this case fell over 7% between the purchase date and the date when they
were unlocked and were able to be sold in the market. The example also shows that the residual shares
have a wider price risk window - the price risk window on the tendered shares is at most a week while the
price risk window on the residual shares can stretch up to two weeks.
What explains this large drop in the fund's price? In part, the timing of the expiration of the BWG tender
offer was simply unlucky. The global income sector returned about -3.5% over the same time frame. With
this perspective BWG actually did ok - outperforming its sector over the same time-frame by 1.5%.
So how should investors approach tender offers? The key figure in our view is what we call the tender offer
breakeven, which is the amount that the residual shares can fall in price for the overall P&L to be zero. This
is just the - estimated P&L on tendered shares x (accepted share %) / (1 - accepted share %). The higher
this number is the greater amount of wiggle room there is for investors, all else equal. Of course coming
into the tender we don't know any of the components of that equation with any certainty. The key figure
here is the accepted share percentage. This figure is going to be a function of the amount of institutional
holders of the fund, the buyback percentage of NAV and the percentage cap of total outstanding shares
accepted. The higher each of these numbers is the greater amount of shares are likely to be submitted into
the tender and hence the lower the percentage of submitted shares accepted. Over the last year or so the
total amount of shares submitted was about 50% and the average number accepted was about 30%.
So how unlucky was BWG? Fairly unlucky by our count - we looked at 6 previous tender offers and all of
them had positive P&L - ranging from 0.5% to 3.1% - far from spectacular but worth doing for a couple of
weeks of work.
Apart from this analysis, there are a few additional questions worth thinking about for investors looking to
pursue tender offers. The first question is when to acquire the shares? The key date here is the expiration
date of the tender, which in the case of BWG was 22-September. You have to be a holder of record of the
shares with the instructions sent to your broker in order to participate in the tender on that date. The
practical reality, however, is more complicated. Brokerages typically require a few additional days to
guarantee the processing of the corporate action, though a phone call on the expiration date will likely be
sufficient. It is also important to have bought the shares a sufficient number of days ahead of the record
date since funds don't settle the same or even next day.
The second key question is if tender offers provide interesting alpha opportunities why don't these
opportunities close instantaneously? The answer here is that sometimes they do. For instance when PHD
announced its intention to carry out a tender offer on 31-August. The combination of a price equal to 98.5%
of NAV, a 50% cap on tendered shares combined with a double digit discount made the tender offer quite
attractive. The discount rallied on the following day from above 10% to below 5%. This does not always
happen but it can happen for funds with attractive attributes. At current pricing the tender offer remains
attractive at an estimated breakeven of about 8% on the residual shares.
Another question is what to do with the residual shares after they are unlocked. It is fairly likely that there
will be some technical selling pressure for a couple of days after the shares are unlocked. There is no right
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answer here. Ultimately, investors have to balance the value of holding the fund at the then current
discount valuation as well as their P&L so far on the tender offer.
As a pure alpha strategy investors entering into the tender offer would be increasing the overall risk of
their portfolio so they should consider replacing one of their current allocations with the fund undergoing
the tender. Finally, in taxable accounts there may be tax consequences - the tendered shares will likely be
taxed as a sale and if there is a gain it will likely be taxed as a short-term capital gain which would reduce
the total return.

RIGHTS OFFERINGS
Rights offerings are a way for CEFs to raise additional capital when they are trading at a discount (otherwise
they would do an ATM offering).
ROs are dilutive if the subscription price is below the fund's NAV, as is typically the case. Dilution happens
because subscribers acquire the shares for less than their NAV so each share of the fund, post-offering
references less value than it did before. The actual dilution amount will not be known until the subscription
price is known. The dilution amount is a function of the subscription price formula, fund pricing on the
Expiry Date and any oversubscription.
If the subscription price formula is based on a minimum the dilution amount is not bounded, otherwise it
is bounded by the formula. The price typically adjusts for the estimated dilution amount on the
announcement but NAV only adjusts once the new shares are issued and the dilution gets baked into the
official NAV. This means the discount will look wider than it actually is until new shares are issued.
Brokerage corporate action deadline will typically be a few days before the actual deadline
Some key dates to be aware of are the following. On the announcement date investors may buy additional
shares to take advantage of oversubscription potential. Others may sell shares to avoid having to
participate or worried about dilution. Typically, share prices will drop somewhat on this date. On the exrights date the share price will drop since buying shares on this date no longer entitles holder to the rights.
Price should drop by the dilution amount + expenses. A phantom discount will open up since the published
NAV does not take into account the future dilution since it is uncertain / additional shares have not yet
been issued. On the share Issue date there may be some additional selling as people sell their newly allotted
shares. NAV will incorporate full dilution and drop so the discount may look like it tightened.
In general, investors should keep the following strategy points in mind. If you hold a fund undergoing a RO
and you get rights you should either exercise them or sell them. If the rights are non-transferable and you
don't want to increase your allocation, sell the right number of your existing shares and exercise the rights.
There are two ways to generate alpha: 1) buy a nominal amount of the fund, then oversubscribe and sell
allotted shares, 2) buy the rights in the secondary market well below their intrinsic value (risk remains that
rights could end up being worthless)
It may be attractive to buy after the offering closes as people sell the shares they get, pushing down the
price. The risk to buying rights in the market is 1) the actual subscription price makes rights worthless (there
is more certainty with an Asian calculation), 2) the final delivered price of the shares (they could fall when
people sell them or they think the discount has tightened because NAV fell due to dilution)
A non-transferable rights offering is more likely to depress the share price because investors who don't
want to add exposure cannot just sell the rights, they will need to subscribe to the shares requiring them
to sell their current shares now
If you want to buy additional shares of the fund the options are: 1) oversubscribe to shares, 2) buy rights /
pay subscription price, 3) do nothing and see if shares drop after expiration. Unless shares fall below
subscription price after expiry, oversubscribing is cheapest method.
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Making The Choice Between CEFs and ETFs
CEFs are far from the only investment option available for income investors. Open-end funds like ETFs offer
a lot of attractive options as well. In this section we take a look at how investors can evaluate the choice
between these two fund types. There are two key takeaways. First, the choice between ETFs and CEFs will
depend on both the market environment and the characteristics of the individual sector. And secondly,
different investors will find different selection approaches more or less useful depending on their investing
style. This is why we present three different approaches for investors to pick from.

A QUICK RUNDOWN OF MAJOR DIFFERENCES
Although there are many types of funds, such as ETFs, mutual funds, closed-end funds, interval funds,
private funds, and others, in this article we focus on the exchange-traded options: ETFs and CEFs.
Let's consider some of the key differentiating factors between these funds.
CEFs tend to boast a higher yield than ETFs. This is typically due to the CEF use of leverage or, for some
equity CEFs, a managed distribution policy which effectively converts capital gains into distributions. CEF
leverage also allows these funds to drive higher longer-term returns, all else equal. Leverage can be a
double-edged sword, however, as it can lead to increased fund volatility, steeper drawdowns and potential
permanent capital loss due to deleveraging at inopportune times.
CEFs tend to trade at prices that diverge from their NAVs creating discounts or premiums, while ETFs tend
to trade at their NAVs. It's important to keep in mind, however, that just because a CEF is trading at a
discount doesn't make it a "good deal". CEF discounts have a fair value, which is driven by the fund's fee,
leverage, cost of leverage and other factors.
CEFs are active investment vehicles, while ETFs are mostly passive. In another section, we discuss that in
fixed-income, CEFs have outperformed ETFs, whereas in equity sectors, CEFs have struggled to outperform
ETFs.
CEFs tend to boast fees that are higher than those of ETFs, though they are typically less than the additional
yield that CEFs can generate through leverage. For unleveraged equity ETFs, however, high fees can
significantly eat into returns, which is why we have found that equity CEFs have tended to underperform
popular equity indices.
CEFs can hold more illiquid assets, as they don't need to actually transact in the underlying securities to
manage fund flows, which is instead done on the secondary market. This allows CEFs to tap a broader set
of assets than are available to ETFs.
CEFs have higher volatility due to additional leverage as well as the discount dynamic. This can create an
additional set of behavioral issues, with investors potentially selling during a drawdown and buying back
at higher prices.
CEFs can issue additional shares by holding rights or at-the-market offerings which can be either accretive
or dilutive to the NAV. They can also repurchase shares in the market, such as when discounts are overly
wide.
That's quite a long list of considerations and it's far from complete. Moreover, not all of these factors are
equally important to different investors. So, what can investors do to simplify the choice between CEFs and
ETFs?
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We propose three different decision frameworks based on the type of investment style. This is not to say
that each individual investor will fit neatly into only one type, however it does help to clarify the key
decision choices for investors. In the sections below, we go through each of these three decision
frameworks.

1. HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE APPROACH - TOTAL RETURN INVESTORS
For some investors, the historical total return is the major factor driving the choice of fund. These investors
tend to be long-term buy-and-hold and focus more on maximizing total wealth rather than levels of income.
For investors with a constructive view in a given sector, we can look at the percentage of CEFs in that sector
that have outperformed sector ETF benchmarks in NAV terms to guide this decision. Because ETF
benchmarks that are used in this comparison are the same for the entire sector, they are not perfect
choices for each individual fund, however the analysis is still worth doing.
The chart below shows that there are only a few sectors in which the majority of CEFs have outperformed
the sector ETF benchmark. This comparison was done prior to the 2020 drawdown so it should have
favoured CEFs, if anything.

Arguably, looking at this period is not a fair period because asset prices across stocks and bonds rose
sharply in that period. So, this kind of analysis will likely favor CEFs over ETFs. That said, it's not exactly a
slam-dunk result for CEFs. Many CEF sectors have exactly zero funds that have outperformed sector ETFs
over the last 5 years. This is quite surprising, particularly for CEF sectors that remain very popular with retail
investors, such as utilities. To avoid cherry-picking dates, we looked at longer time frames, however the
results were not very different.
We like using this approach because by looking at historical NAV performance, we combine a number of
key drivers of CEF vs. ETF performance, such as fees, leverage, portfolio quality, active vs. passive alpha
and others. The upshot of the chart above, in our view, is that CEF sectors like preferreds and munis have
easily outperformed sector ETF benchmarks, however other sectors have struggled, particularly EM
sectors, TIPS and utilities. Investors in these sectors may want to take a harder look at the available ETF
options.

2. MARGINAL YIELD FOR MARGINAL RISK APPROACH - YIELD/INCOME INVESTORS
Another way to approach the CEF vs. ETF question is to ask what additional yield we are getting by going
with a CEF versus what additional risk we are taking on. We can then compare this additional or marginal
yield for the marginal risk.
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To motivate this approach, let's first take a look at what yields are on offer via different fund wrappers. For
example, in the preferreds sector, we have open-end yields that are about 6% and CEF yields that are about
8%. The differential between the closed-end and open-end funds in this sector has historically been around
2-3%.

Now let's take a look at the additional "risk" that these different fund types have historically carried. There
is no perfect way to measure risk, and no single definition will satisfy everyone. We like to use price
drawdowns which are maximum top-to-bottom total return drops over a year, as they are relatively
intuitive. The chart below shows that CEFs in the preferreds sector have tended to deliver drawdowns that
are about twice that of open-end funds. For instance, in 2020, CEFs fell about 50% in price, while open-end
funds fell about half that level.

There are two important points to consider about such sharp CEF drawdowns. First is the behavioral one different investors will respond differently to a 50% CEF drawdown. Some will double down, seeing an
opportunity, and others will sell in the middle of the drawdown, locking in permanent losses.
The second point is outside of investor control and has to do with the fact that at some point through the
drawdown, CEFs carrying leverage will need to deleverage. Although some funds have more or less need
to deleverage, no leveraged CEF can remain fully invested in a big enough drawdown. Deleveraging can
often lead to permanent capital loss, particularly in a mean-reverting market environment as well as a
lower level of income generation going forward.
To summarize this approach, by comparing the 2% additional yield of CEFs over ETFs against the relative
and absolute historical drawdown of various fund types, income investors can make a more informed
choice of whether that additional yield offers sufficient compensation for the marginal drawdown.
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3. VALUATION APPROACH - VALUE INVESTORS
Investors who like to make investment decisions based on value may take a different approach to the ETF
vs. CEF question.
There are two value considerations in the fund space. The first is the value of the underlying asset itself.
This is often gauged by using various metrics such as yield and credit spreads in fixed-income and valuation
ratios in stocks like P/E, P/B and others.
If we stick with the preferreds sector in our analysis, the best indicator of valuation is credit spreads or the
spread over "risk-free" instruments like Libor or Treasury yields. The chart below shows the median spread
over Treasuries of the retail preferreds market. By this metric, the valuation of the preferreds market was
very attractive after the March-2020 drawdown.

Credit spreads can be somewhat unintuitive, and they also do not pay bills. Most investors are familiar with
yields, so let's take a look at the yield range of this market over the past 5 years. By this metric, the
preferreds market is on the expensive side, as the current yield is close to the 5-year low. This, however,
hides the fact that Treasury yields have collapsed in the last few months.

Investors looking at CEFs have to deal with another valuation point: sector discounts. For instance, tight
sector discounts indicate that the CEF sector is on the expensive side, and vice-versa. This suggests that in
a period of tight discounts, investors may be better off holding ETFs, and in a period of wide CEF discounts,
they may be better off holding CEFs.
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Let's take a look at the 5-year range of CEF sector discounts presented by the box-and-whisker plot chart
below which shows the trading range of sector discounts. The top and bottom edges of the box correspond
to the 25th and 75th percentile, and the whiskers correspond to the 5th and 95th percentiles. The
horizontal bar in the box is the median discount over the last 5 years.

We can see that the preferreds sector discount is on the expensive side at the moment, with a premium of
around 1.5%. This suggests that the CEF preferreds sector is less attractive at the moment on a discount
valuation basis.
Combining the two valuation levels offers a mixed picture for preferreds CEFs - although the underlying
asset valuation is attractive, CEFs appear on the expensive side from a discount valuation perspective.

A SUMMARY FOR THE PREFERREDS SECTOR
What can we say about the preferreds sector in aggregate based on these three approaches? There are
three key takeaways:
1. The CEF outperformance chart above suggests that active management appears to have delivered
significant outperformance in the preferreds sector, so for this reason, we would tilt to active
vehicles in the preferreds sector, such as CEFs, mutual funds or active ETFs.
2. Whether the 2-3% pickup vs. a 2x price drawdown in the preferreds sector is a choice for each
individual investor. Our only advice here would be that investors going with CEFs should think
carefully about their CEF selection in order to minimize the chance of permanent capital loss due
to poorly timed CEF deleveraging such as we have seen in a number of First Trust or Nuveen CEFs
in March of 2020.
3. On the valuation front, we have a mixed picture. We still find value in the underlying preferreds
market due to very wide credit spreads and decent yields. However, the CEF sector discount strikes
as fairly tight. For this reason, we would adopt a more tactical approach to perpetual CEFs tilting
to funds with unusually wide discounts, to term CEFs like JPT or active ETFs like FPE.
An important choice for fund investors is whether to go with an ETF or a CEF in a particular sector. Our
takeaways in this section are that first, the choice between the two types of funds depends in part on both
market conditions and characteristics of a particular sector. And secondly, there is no "right" choice for all
investors, since investment styles can range widely.
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PART II – ALLOCATING TO CEFS
Funds of CEFs
Funds that allocate to other CEFs can be an attractive investment during periods of CEF market dislocation
or for investors who don’t have strong views on individual CEFs. In this section, we review different funds
available to investors for such a broad-based CEF exposure.
CEF beta investments are funds that invest in diversified CEFs portfolios.
Mutual Funds - actively managed with relatively high fees:




Virtus Herzfeld Fund (VHFAX)
Matisse Discounted Closed-End Fund Strategy (MDCEX)
RiverNorth Core Opportunity Fund (RNCOX)

CEFs - active management and relatively high fees:





RiverNorth Opportunities Fund (RIV)
RiverNorth/DoubleLine Strategic Fund (OPP)
Special Opportunities Fund (SPE)
Cohen & Steers Closed-End Opportunity Fund (FOF)

The RiverNorth and SPE funds are a bit of a hybrid - they intermingle allocation to CEFs alongside direct
security holdings depending on market signals. FOF is a 70% equity-focused fund with 21% allocated to
fixed-income CEFs.
These funds can use additional leverage above and beyond the embedded leverage of the CEFs. Based on
the latest reports, only SPE and OPP do, however.
One potential advantage of CEFs of CEFs is the additional layer of discounts that is unavailable in open-end
funds. This means that investors can potentially take advantage of another source of returns through the
second layer of discount tightening.
ETFs - mixed passive or active management and lower fees:






Claymore CEF Index-Linked GS Connect ETN (GCE)
Invesco CEF Income Composite ETF (PCEF)
YieldShares High Income ETF (YYY)
Saba Closed-End Funds ETF (CEFS)
First Trust CEF Income Opportunity ETF (FCEF)

GCE has a low AUM and poor liquidity, so it's difficult to recommend. PCEF and YYY are passive funds with
the lowest fees of 0.5%. CEFS and FCEF are active and boast fees of 1.1% and 0.85%, respectively.

A PERFORMANCE BREAKDOWN
Let's take a look at how the different fund types have performed historically.
Mutual funds and CEFs have generally outperformed ETFs over the post-crisis span by about 0.6% per
annum with only slightly higher volatilities. This suggests to us that the combination of active management
and the additional layer of leverage likely drove this outperformance.
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Choosing further between CEFs and mutual funds can be done on the basis of discounts. CEFs can trade at
discounts while mutual funds do not. Accessing the fund at a discount, all else equal, can be viewed as an
increase in effective yield or a drop in the fund's fee. For this reason, we view CEFs as more attractive over
mutual funds, all else equal.
Choosing the actual CEF of CEFs really depends on individual investor preferences. FOF offers a pure CEF
play and leans towards equities at a more modest fee of 0.85%. SPE and OPP hold assets other than CEFs
but use leverage which can magnify performance. RIV has a contingent conversion feature that can lower
discount volatility and add to total returns. While all these funds have attractive features, different investor
preferences will drive this final choice.

CEF ACTIVE VS PASSIVE INVESTING
In this section we ask the question whether active funds-of-CEFs outperform passive funds-of-CEFs? In this
analysis we restrict ourselves to those funds that allocate the majority of their portfolio to CEFs.
An important caveat to mention upfront is that in practice passive and active funds can look a lot alike. For
instance, active funds of CEFs have an investment framework that ranks CEFs according to various metrics.
This framework can look very much like a passive CEF index. That said, this is not very dissimilar to actively
run equity funds which pursue a quantitative investment framework or ranking.
The table below captures what our funds-of-CEFs universe looks like. It consists of two CEFs, five ETFs and
three mutual funds. Seven of the funds are active while three are passive in the sense that they
mechanically follow publicly available indices of CEFs.

It's clear that ten funds are not a particularly large sample. Moreover, the funds all have different sector
exposure and trading horizon which further complicates any comparison. With those caveats let's see what
the data shows.
A few things immediately stand out from the table:
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passive funds have lower fees of roughly half a percent on average
the price volatility of passive funds is generally lower, particularly well below the CEFs which suffer
from the discount dynamic that boosts volatility. GCE is an outlier due to its poor liquidity rather
than anything to do with the underlying assets.
TTM yields of passive funds are on the lower side. Some of the mutual fund yields are skewed by
large long-term capital gains distributions.

If we break down the performance of funds-of-CEFs into active and passive we see that active funds come
out somewhat ahead.

Return statistics show us that active funds have delivered 0.6% return above passive funds. However,
because active funds have on average a higher fee of 0.4%, this means that on a before-fee basis, active
funds have delivered an excess return of 1% per annum. Active funds also have a lower return volatility as
well although this is really an artifact of GCE which skews these results.

A look at annual returns suggest that over the last five years or so active funds have traded in a narrower
range than passive funds. They had a lower drawdown in 2018 and a weaker rally in 2019.
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Active funds have had a fairly consistent outperformance over 3-year, 5-year and 7-year periods except
over the previous year where they have lagged.

Our analysis of funds-of-CEFs suggests that active funds have historically delivered excess returns over
passive funds. Active funds have generated about 1% stronger return per annum with 0.4% of this figure
going back to management in the form of higher active fees.
Given the small sample size and limited horizon, investors should take this analysis with a grain of salt.
Whatever their choice, however, we think investors should diversify across a number of funds as fund
performance can be variable. Finally, funds-of-CEFs is not for everyone as investors in these products
cannot exercise as much control over their actual risk exposure. That said, we think more hands-off
investors can potentially benefit from active management in the fund-of-CEFs space.

CEF Distribution Cuts
CEF distribution cuts are a painful double whammy for income investors. Not only do the cuts lead to lower
future levels of income on invested capital, but they tend to depress fund prices immediately following the
news. In this section, we take a look at the dynamics of price moves across a few CEF sectors following
distribution cuts. Although the sample size is small, covering about 20 funds and 40 distribution cuts, the
findings are consistent and, in our view, should apply to the broader CEF population.
Among our main takeaways are that active investors may be able to exit at a better price by delaying selling
at the open right after the cut. More long-term investors may be pleased to know that on average, funds
tend to not keep falling in price the day after the cut and that the initial price drop recovers about half the
loss in yield due to the distribution cut.
Our case study universe is composed of two CEF sectors: preferreds and multi-sector, specifically those
funds that have made distribution cuts from 2016 to 2019. We do not include funds that adjust their
distributions on a monthly basis.
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SHOULD INVESTORS EVEN CARE ABOUT DISTRIBUTION CUTS?
The answer to this question varies according to investor type.
Those investors who view closed-end funds as actively managed leveraged wrappers over a set of assets
may not particularly care about distribution dynamics. To the extent that the investor continues to believe
the manager is adding value, likes the assets of the fund and sees the fund valuation as cheap to fair, there
may be no reason to sell the fund just because of a distribution cut.
Investors who may care about distribution cuts are shorter-term total return investors as well as income
investors. Total return investors care about the cuts because cuts tend to depress fund prices, hurting total
returns. Income investors may care about distribution cuts because cuts lead to lower income levels on
invested capital.

WHY DO CEF PRICES FALL AND DISCOUNTS WIDEN WHEN DISTRIBUTIONS ARE
CUT?
On the practical side, the answer to this question is clear - income investors, who dominate the CEF market,
don't like distribution cuts because distribution cuts reduce the income level on their invested capital.
Often, these investors dump funds that have made the cut and move on to higher-yielding opportunities.
This rotation creates selling pressure on the fund above and beyond the usual volume levels and is partly
what drives the fall in its price.
Apart from this selling pressure, can anything else drive the price drop? We think there are two other
channels through which distribution policy changes can drive price or discount changes. At first blush, this
seems impossible - after the market close when the distribution cut is declared and before the open, the
actual assets underlying the fund have not changed. Therefore, the fund's discount should not change
either. However, we think this intuition may not always be correct.
One potential way in which distribution policy can change the discount is through the tax liability channel.
When distributions are made, particularly when those distributions contain capital gains, the fund's tax
liability is reduced. This reduction in the future shareholder tax liabilities should tighten the discount. This
is all well and good, however, it does not apply in our case because at the time of the declaration of the
distribution, no actual distribution has yet been made, and hence, the tax liability position of the fund is
unaffected.
The second potential way in which distribution policy drives discounts is through the expected NAV growth
channel. This has to do with the fact that a distribution cut is likely to increase the expected NAV growth
rate, which has a knock-on impact on the growth rate of distributions. For example, a fund that was relying
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on ROC in order to finance distributions was, in effect, also damaging its ability to maintain a set of incomegenerating assets. A distribution cut will allow the fund to keep or grow its asset base, which will
subsequently improve its organic distribution growth. We calculate that this impact, however, is trivial
compared to the actual move in the fund discount after the distribution cut when the market opens.

BUT AREN'T MARKETS EFFICIENT?
If markets were efficient, then everyone's life would be a lot easier. Investors wouldn't have to worry as
much about distribution cuts because fund prices wouldn't move around very much as a result of those
cuts. However, the reality is that the CEF market is fairly inefficient because it is driven to a much larger
extent by behavioral biases of income investors who prize distribution levels above total returns.
There are three pieces of evidence having to do with distribution cuts that suggest that the CEF market is
less than efficient.
First is the very fact that fund prices drop substantially in excess of the broader sector the day after the
distribution cut, way out of line of any economic justification.

Secondly, we split the price move of a given fund the day the market opens after a distribution cut into the
close-to-open ("CTO") move and open-to-close ("OTC") move. The CTO move is the market's first reaction
to the distribution cut - if the market were completely efficient, the opening price would already factor in
all there is to know about the distribution cut, so any subsequent trading from the open into the close
would be close to zero. However, from the chart below, we can see that while the CTO price move is
negative as might be expected, the OTC price move is also usually negative, suggesting that the initial open
price does not do a good job of capturing all the available information.
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The final piece of evidence has to do with the behavior of trading volume. In the chart below, we plot
volumes over 5 days from the declared distribution cut as a ratio of the previous 3-month average daily
volume. The chart shows that the volume spikes on the first day, but remains quite high over subsequent
days and is occasionally higher on the second day, perhaps reflecting the inefficient spread of the
information into the market.

CEF PRICE DYNAMICS FOLLOWING DISTRIBUTION CUTS
How do CEFs behave a day after distribution cuts? To answer this question, we split the day's return
between the CTO, open-to-high ("OTH") and high-to-close ("HTC") in the chart below.
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The chart shows that, as expected, there is a significant price gap for almost all funds at the open. After the
open, however, we can see that most funds are able to recover a part of this drop. After achieving the day's
high, the fund's price drops an amount typically larger than the OTH price reversal.
Of course, it's impossible to know ahead of time what the fund's high price will be on the day. That said,
the historical data does suggest those investors who wish to trade out of the fund may be able to achieve
a better price by not trading at the open but waiting for a higher price during the day.
What about those investors who don't particularly want to trade their portfolio all that much? There is
good news for them as well. First, the historical data shows that the price drop of the fund is on average
about half of the drop in the distribution. This means the yield of the fund in question only falls by half of
the percentage cut in the distribution. That means the fund becomes immediately less uncompetitive
relative to the sector than the initial distribution cut may suggest. In other words, a fund that cuts its
distribution by 5% is expected to see its yield fall by only 2.5% (e.g., from 6% pre-distribution cut yield to
5.85%).

Another interesting piece of data comes from longer-term forward returns from the day after the cut. If
funds that cut distribution continue to fall over the subsequent days and weeks, then it makes more sense
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to cut your losses, particularly for total return investors. However, the data here is mixed. While some
funds do continue dropping, others stabilize pretty quickly after the drop or fall by fairly small amounts.

What are the takeaways from this analysis?
First, we find that the drop in the fund price mitigates the fall in the yield which makes the fund much less
uncompetitive to the rest of the sector than its distribution cut may initially suggest. This suggests that
income-focused investors may wish to continue holding and allocating new capital to the fund.
Secondly, for more active total return investors, there may be an opportunity to trade out of the fund after
the cut at a more attractive price after the open and prior to the close.
Thirdly, funds with smaller distribution cuts feature a smaller price drop when the market opens after the
cut. This means that it pays for investors to not only try to avoid funds that may cut distributions, but avoid
those funds that may cut by larger amounts. Typically, funds with lower distribution coverage, lower net
NAV trends and lower UNII levels tend to cut more.
Finally, as is always the case, it's also worth keeping in mind that one's tax position, particularly with respect
to capital gains, will make an impact on the decision whether or not to sell out of the fund.

Term CEFs
Term funds have grown in number within the CEF market in the last few years. The majority of term funds
sit in the fixed-income sector, currently numbering around 15% of the population. Term funds are
attractive for two basic reasons: 1) they are useful for relatively short-lived opportunities in the market,
such as the depressed valuations of RMBS coming out of the financial crisis and 2) they are good at
controlling discount volatility.
In this section we review the types of term funds and introduce a metric for quantifying potential upside
from discount compression in yield terms. We also review some rules of thumb for thinking about the
likelihood of the fund actually liquidating on the next termination date.

CEF TERMINATION TREATMENT
Broadly speaking, with respect to fund termination policy, there are three types of CEFs:
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Perpetual - fund has no expected termination date
Term - fund is expected to liquidate at NAV
Target Term - fund is expected to liquidate at a fixed NAV, typically the IPO price

The name of the fund usually tells us which type of fund it is likely to be but given there are no regulatory
rules, investors cannot solely rely on the fund's name to figure out what type a given fund actually is - there
are many unhelpful names out there. For example, the Blackstone Municipal 2020 Term Trust (BKK) is in
fact a target term fund and the Blackstone/GSO Strategic Credit Fund (BGB) is in fact a term fund.
One would think that discovering the fund's actual term policy would be enough, however, it's really just
half the battle. Each type of fund can actually run counter to its stated policy.
For example:




Perpetual funds can be liquidated, often at the instigation of activist investors
Term funds may be extended by shareholder approval with or without giving shareholders the
right to sell the fund back at NAV
Target term funds may not liquidate at their target NAV due to things like unexpected portfolio
losses

TERMINATION RULES OF THUMB
So, given the absence of clarity on what is actually going to happen, what is an investor to do?
Following rules of thumb can be helpful. Each one will probably have counterexamples, however, in
aggregate we think they should be able to point investors in the right direction:








The substance of the termination language matters. A clear statement of termination intent in the
Declaration of Trust we think has substantial weight. Contingent term provisions like we saw for
NBB/NBD are insufficient to give investors comfort that the fund is more likely to terminate than
not.
If the duration of fund's holdings is not much longer than the expected termination date then we
think it's more likely than not the fund will terminate since, failing to terminate, the fund will need
to completely turn over its portfolio, and possibly change its investment strategy.
Funds that wish to extend or eliminate their termination dates may require shareholder approval.
Active institutional investors are less likely to allow this if it leads to economic loss (such as discount
widening). A large percentage of institutional ownership in a given fund is therefore less likely to
allow the fund to extend in this case.
Funds that are actively reducing their leverage and increasing cash allocations as they approach
the expected termination date should give investors more confidence that they will actually
liquidate.
Funds that are marketed as target term funds we think are unlikely to fail to liquidate given the
potential reputation risk of such a decision to the fund manager. Clearly, however, different
managers value reputation risk differently.

It's also worth keeping in mind that the initial termination date can often be extended by the fund without
seeking shareholder approval. Some funds may also not have any limits in place on extension. For example,
from what we can tell BSL can keep extending its termination date ad infinitum so long as shareholders
approve. The fund extended its original termination date from 2020 to 2022 in 2017.

THE ROLE OF TERM FUNDS IN INVESTOR PORTFOLIOS
Term and target term funds are attractive for two reasons. First, this may be particularly attractive for
leveraged investors or those who would like to minimize overall portfolio volatility or to keep behavioral
monsters at bay. Second, these funds can receive a boost from discount compression to NAV on liquidation
date.
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Target term funds typically cap the volatility of both the discount as well as NAV - the discount shouldn't
widen too much given the upcoming termination date and the NAV shouldn't fall too much given the likely
short duration of the underlying assets.
Term funds have only the discount dynamic to fall back on to cap price volatility. On the other hand, the
earning power of term funds will exceed target term funds, all else equal, given that term funds will hold
longer duration assets.

TERM FUND PULL-TO-NAV YIELD
Term funds that are trading at a discount and end up liquidating at their expected termination date at NAV
provide investors a boost through the tightening of the discount towards zero. In this section we try to
quantify this potential additional return by converting the current discount into yield-equivalent terms.
The additional yield from discount tightening we call "pull-to-NAV" yield, or PTN Yield, to borrow from the
"pull-to-par" terminology of the bond market. This yield is just the current discount divided by the time
period to the expected termination date. It's worth pointing out that the PTN yield is a best-case
scenario and that, in fact, funds may not liquidate on the expected termination date - the date can be
extended by shareholder vote or by an additional period allowed in the prospectus.

TERM CEF PERFORMANCE REVIEW
In this section, we go through some of the various sectors and see how term funds performed relative to
their broader sectors during the March-2020 drawdown.
High-Yield Sector
We count six term funds in the high-yield sector.







Nuveen High Income 2020 Target Term Fund (JHY)
Eaton Vance High Income 2021 Target Term Trust (EHT)
Nuveen High Income November 2021 Target Term Fund (JHB)
Nuveen Credit Opportunities 2022 Target Term Fund (JCO)
Western Asset High Yield Defined Opportunity Fund (HYI)
BNY Mellon Alcentra Global Credit Income 2024 Target Term Fund (DCF)

In aggregate, these term funds have outperformed the broader sector by about 10% since the start of the
drawdown.
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Municipal Sector









BlackRock Municipal 2020 Term Trust (BKK)
Nuveen Municipal 2021 Target Term Fund (NHA)
Western Asset Municipal Defined Opportunity Trust (MTT)
Nuveen Intermediate Duration Municipal Term Fund (NID)
Nuveen Intermediate Duration Quality Municipal Term Fund (NIQ)
MainStay MacKay DefinedTerm Muni Opportunity Fund (MMD)
Eaton Vance Municipal Income 2028 Term Trust (ETX)
BlackRock Municipal 2030 Target Term Trust (BTT)

The outperformance of term funds in the municipal sector has been similar at around 10%.

Loans Sector





First Trust Senior Floating Rate 2022 Target Term Fund (FIV)
Blackstone/GSO Senior Floating Rate Term Fund (BSL)
Blackstone/GSO Strategic Credit Fund (BGB)
Eaton Vance Floating-Rate 2022 Target Term Trust (EFL)

Interestingly, the loan sector has seen only minimal outperformance. This is driven by the fact two of the
four term funds - the Blackstone funds - that are relatively high-octane funds with above-average price
volatility.
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Preferreds Sector



Nuveen Preferred and Income 2022 Term Fund (JPT)
Nuveen Preferred and Income Term Fund (JPI)

The term funds in this sector have held in a bit better by about 6% in total.

The price action across these sectors suggests that term funds have more or less delivered on their lowervolatility premise.

The Role of Unleveraged CEFs in A Barbell Portfolio
In this section, we discuss how unleveraged CEFs can serve as the higher-quality allocation of a barbell
portfolio. Unleveraged or low-leverage CEFs may sound like an oxymoron - after all what's the point of a
CEF if it doesn't try to boost earnings through the use of leverage? As we discuss below, however, there
are clear benefits, particularly over their open-end fund counterparts, such as an ability to maintain a
steadier level of income, being able to take advantage of an illiquidity premium and a fee subsidy in the
presence of a discount.
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As examples, we take a look at two higher-quality unleveraged CEFs that can serve as potential candidates
for barbell income portfolios. Specifically, we highlight the Nuveen Select Tax-Free Income Portfolio 3 (NXR)
and the Invesco Bond Fund (VBF). Although these funds boast unimpressive yields, their time to shine is
exactly when other funds and securities are taking a beating. These funds can provide much-needed dry
powder to take advantage of attractive opportunities elsewhere.

ADVANTAGES OF A BARBELL PORTFOLIO
What are the benefits of a barbell approach to portfolio construction? First, it mandates quality
diversification from the top down. A bottom-up approach to portfolio construction can often get away
from investors resulting in a portfolio that does not actually reflect the investor's overall risk appetite.
Secondly, this approach creates the potential for diversification as the higher-quality and higher-risk parts
of the portfolio will often have negative correlations in a drawdown. This creates the potential for
rebalancing and using the higher-quality portion of the portfolio as a source of "dry powder" to take
advantage of attractive opportunities elsewhere.
Finally, a barbell approach mitigates the worst-case scenario outcome due to the presence of higher-quality
assets in the portfolio.
Investors should keep in mind, however, that higher-quality allocations of barbell portfolios should also
include open-end funds that don’t suffer from sharp discount widening of CEFs.

LOW-LEVERAGE CEFS AS HIGHER-QUALITY PORTFOLIO CANDIDATES
Normally, CEFs are poor candidates for a higher-quality portion of the portfolio. To illustrate this, let's take
a look at the preferreds sector for example. The sector is hardly a high-risk sector in aggregate given that
sector funds tend to hold a big chunk of investment-grade rated paper. If we look at the drawdowns across
mutual funds, ETFs and CEFs, we can see that CEFs have suffered much larger drawdowns historically.

The reason for this is three-fold. First, CEFs tend to operate with leverage. Secondly, CEFs tend to hold less
liquid securities which can experience larger gaps during liquidity dry spells. And finally, CEFs tend to see
their discounts widen sharply during drawdowns.
The quick-and-easy way to ensure that drawdowns are minimized in the higher-quality portfolio allocation
is to use open-end funds. This approach, however, can overlook a number of lower-leverage CEFs that can
do as good a job and provide additional benefits.
Three big picture reasons why CEFs can be attractive alternatives to open-end funds are the discount, the
potential illiquidity premium and active management. The last two factors are well-understood so let's
consider the discount factor.
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It's important to state upfront that just because a CEF is trading at a discount does not make it a better
value than an open-end fund. This is because leveraged CEFs tend to have management fees well in excess
of passive ETFs which should automatically translate into a discount, all else equal, because of the smaller
effective claim that investors have on the underlying assets. This makes it difficult to gauge whether a given
CEF discount is attractive or not. However, because unleveraged CEFs look more like open-end funds, this
comparison is easier to make.
Consider an ETF and a CEF holding the same portfolio and carrying the same fees. If the CEF is trading at a
discount, it is a better deal from a yield perspective than the ETF, all else equal. This is because a CEF
investor is getting a subsidy on the fee by virtue of the discount. If the discount is wide enough, the investor
can effectively forego the fee entirely.
Which CEF sectors can offer effective options for a higher-quality allocation? In our view, some municipal
and investment-grade unleveraged and term CEFs can be a part of this higher-quality allocation for a
number of reasons. First, lower-leverage ensures the fund is unlikely to go through a forced deleveraging
in a worst-case scenario. Secondly, these two sectors tend to feature longer-duration fixed-coupon
securities which can benefit during a risk-off move lower in rates such as the one we have seen in 2020 as
well as during December 2018. Thirdly, the higher credit quality of these sectors make it unlikely that they
will sustain significant defaults, particularly in an environment where the monetary and fiscal policy tools
are explicitly designed to help these two sectors.
For example, the Fed recently put in place two credit facilities to purchase investment-grade bonds in the
primary (directly from companies) and secondary (from investors) markets. There are some limits financials are not included and there are issuer and duration caps but these programs have been viewed
as effective backstops to provide liquidity and financing to companies and municipalities.
Whether taxable, high-yield and revenue municipal bonds can play a similar role is a harder question and
is ultimately up to each individual investor. Revenue bonds clearly have a higher default rate than GO bonds
- something which can be overlooked as they are typically unrated (municipal default rates apply only to
rated bonds). That said, the projects financed by these bonds are often considered essential services and
they also have security features such as mortgage liens though these are far from the "full faith and credit"
backing of GO bonds.

UNLEVERAGED CEF HIGHLIGHTS
In this section, we highlight two unleveraged, higher-quality CEFs which can serve as parts of a higherquality portion of investor portfolios.
The Invesco Bond Fund (VBF) allocates about 80% of its portfolio to investment-grade bonds with an
additional 17% to double-B bonds. The fund uses no leverage though it does use Treasury futures to
manage its duration exposure. The chart below illustrates our point about the fund discount providing an
effective subsidy to the management fee. For example, we can see that while the fund charges 0.55%,
0.24% of that comes back in the form of the discount.
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Another fund to highlight is the Nuveen Select Tax-Free Income Portfolio 3 (NXR). NXR uses no leverage
and charges a fee of 0.32%. All but 8% of the portfolio is investment-grad. It is worth comparing NXR to a
municipal investment-grade ETF like the benchmark ETF MUB which features a yield more than 1% lower
than that of NXR.
Looking at the yield disaggregation - the relationship between the fee and the discount is even more stark
than was the case for VBF. The fund's fee of 0.31% is largely erased due to the presence of the discount
giving investors active management for almost no cost.

Low-leverage, higher-quality CEFs deserve a place in a barbell portfolio. These CEFs can do a better job of
preserving their value during drawdowns than leveraged CEFs and can offer advantages to open-end funds
in the form of lower effective fees, active management and an illiquidity premium. Although their headline
yields are usually unimpressive, their time to shine is precisely when other assets and securities are
suffering significant drawdowns.

Higher-Leverage CEFs
Just a no-leverage CEFs have a role to play in investor portfolio so do highly-leveraged CEFs. In this section
we touch on how investors can navigate decisions around CEF leverage while steering clear of funds at
increased likelihood of deleveraging.
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WAYS TO BOOST LEVERAGE USING FUNDS
Why would investors want to tilt towards higher-leverage CEFs? Some investors may have a bullish view
on the underlying asset class while others may want to maximize income. Utilizing a higher-leverage
security also leaves more cash to allocate towards a higher-quality portion of the portfolio - potentially
leading to greater amount of "dry powder" for a future rebalancing.
There are several different ways to boost exposure using additional leverage which split into explicit and
implicit methods. Explicit leverage is the traditional method of trading on margin where the investor
explicitly borrows cash from the brokerage. This method is arguably less popular because of the added
complexity but also because of high margin rates offered by some brokerages - often higher than the yield
on the target investment - which don't make sense in the context of an income portfolio. Interactive
Brokers is a more common alternative here given their low margin rates - just 1.5% above Fed Funds and
lower for larger loans.
Investors can also utilize implicit leverage using funds that use leverage themselves. There are many
available options here such as some mutual funds. An example here is the Nuveen High Yield Municipal
Bond Fund (NHMAX) - a fund that has bested other mutual funds in the sector by 1% per annum in the last
10 years but also the municipal CEF sector by 0.4% per annum. Open-end funds have to maintain at least
300% asset coverage (i.e. below 33% leverage) at all times which acts as a sharp constraint leading most
mutual funds to stay pretty far enough from it in their portfolios.
Another option are funds-of-funds, that is, funds that hold, in part or whole, other funds while utilizing
leverage. A CEF with a partial allocation to other CEFs is the RiverNorth/DoubleLine Strategic Opportunity
Fund (OPP). This fund holds leveraged securities as well as using additional leverage - to the tune of 23%
as of the last report. Another CEF familiar to income investors is the PIMCO Global StocksPLUS & Income
Fund (PGP) which combines S&P 500 futures alongside a credit and mortgage portfolio.
There are also passive ETFs and mutual funds with fixed leverage mandates that are particularly common in
the equity space such as the stalwart ProShares Ultra S&P 500 (SSO). Direxion also offers a number of
leveraged monthly-rebalanced fixed-income mutual funds such as the Monthly High Yield Bull 1.2x Fund
(DXHYX).

LEVERAGE AND CEFS
In this section we stick to CEFs and discuss a number of issues investors should be aware of when thinking
about CEF leverage.
First, it's useful to quantify how leverage drives the amount of total assets that the investor has exposure
to. We plot the amount of total assets in the chart below given $100 of net assets versus a particular
leverage level. While the difference between 20% and 30% leverage may sound small in actuality, it means
that with $100 the investor controls $18 more assets with a 10% increase in leverage ($143 vs. $125) - a
sizable increase.
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How can investors go about tilting towards higher-leverage CEFs? There are two main difficulties in
selecting higher-leverage CEFs. First, is the simple fact that identifying how much leverage a given CEF has
is not trivial. The fund's leverage changes on a daily basis because the value of total assets moves with the
market while the amount of borrowings changes only infrequently. Few CEFs publish their leverage or asset
coverage figures on a daily basis and aggregate sites like CEFConnect can be months out of date.
The second important factor investors should consider when leaning towards higher-leverage CEFs is the
impact of asset coverage rules. This is because lower asset prices will drive asset coverage lower and
leverage higher. And if the fund faces a hard asset coverage constraint, then it may be forced to deleverage
- an unwelcome outcome that not only reduces earnings but also the potential market beta or upside
capture.
When could CEFs deleverage? There are basically four scenarios that we can think of:





Asset coverage breaches for CEFs with public debt or preferred stock outstanding due to the
Investment Company Act
Asset coverage breaches on private credit facilities or repos due to privately negotiated covenants
Any explicit asset coverage or leverage cap mandate in the fund's prospectus
Discretionary decision by the fund manager to deleverage in order to lower fund volatility or to
take a market view

Two of these are easy to track and two of them are hard. It's easy to figure out whether the fund has public
debt or preferred stocks and it's easy to glance at the prospectus for any hard leverage cap mandate.
However, what covenants there are in the privately negotiated credit facility and whether the fund
manager will take active steps to shed assets is much harder. Thankfully, however, these two drivers are
less common reasons for deleveraging in our view.

A LOOK AT THE PREFERREDS CEF SECTOR
In this section we take a look at CEF leverage in the preferreds sector as a case study. Most funds in the
sector report their borrowings on a daily or monthly basis which gives us some confidence in the figures.
We use the daily NAVs to calculate the daily leverage estimates.
In the chart below we plot our estimate of fund effective leverage as of Wednesday close. The two outliers
here are FPF which deleveraged partially in March and JPT - a term fund that partially deleveraged as well
alongside the other three Nuveen funds despite its already low leverage.
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As we suggest above, however, gauging leverage levels is only the start of the analysis. Unless investors
believe that asset prices are going up in a straight line from here, they should also tilt towards funds with
a lower likelihood of forced deleveraging in case we experience another drawdown. None of the funds
have public debt or preferred stock outstanding which limits this vulnerability in the sector and we aren't
privy to manager views or privately negotiated covenants.
What we do have, however, and which, in our view, is much more important are leverage mandates as
mentioned in each fund prospectus.
To summarize:






Nuveen funds have a 38% leverage cap
The First Trust fund has a 40% leverage cap
The John Hancock funds have a 50% leverage cap
The Flaherty & Crumrine funds have no leverage cap
The Cohen & Steers funds have no leverage cap.

It is no surprise that the five funds that we know that have deleveraged in March of 2020 were all funds
with a lower leverage cap - either 38% or 40%. And, of course, not having a leverage cap is no guarantee
that the fund will not have to deleverage but it is certainly a stronger signal.
What is the conclusion of this analysis?
The two fund families in the preferreds CEF sector that tilt towards higher leverage are The Flaherty &
Crumrine funds that boast leverage in the high 30s with no explicit leverage cap and the John Hancock
funds that have leverage in the low 40s alongside a 50% leverage cap. The John Hancock funds came very
close to this cap during the past drawdown by virtue of their higher portfolio volatility and high starting
leverage.

CEF Earnings Sensitivity to Short-Term Rates
Shifts in short-term rates are easy to ignore but they can be some of the biggest drivers of fund earnings
and, by extension, fund distribution coverage and sustainability. In this section, as a case study, we take a
look at how PIMCO taxable fund earnings are likely to respond to sharply lower short-term interest rates
that we have seen since March of 2020. PIMCO funds hold floating-rate assets such as corporate loans,
MBS and ABS securities whose coupons will decrease with lower Libor. Because Libor is set every three
months with the reset rate being fixed at the beginning of the three-month period, some of the securities
held by the PIMCO funds that are paying cash flows this month should already be seeing significantly lower
coupons due to the collapse in Libor in the first half of March. However, because distribution coverage is
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published with a lag (we only know data up to May), any impact on PIMCO fund earnings due to lower
short-term rates has still not been made public.
The main takeaway is that CEF sensitivity to short-term rates comes through a number of different
channels: assets, liabilities, and derivatives. Funds that hold floating-rate assets may not necessarily suffer
lower cash flows when short-term rates fall as they have in the last few months. Floating-rate asset
exposure can be more than fully offset through floating-rate liabilities and interest rate swaps. Taxable
PIMCO CEFs have done a good job of mostly immunizing themselves to the recent fall in short-term rates
and some even stand to benefit.

BIG PICTURE OF CEF EARNINGS
CEF cash flows are driven by a whole host of drivers such as market forces as well as discretionary decisions
made by fund managers. The following table is a big picture view of the many drivers of CEF earnings.

Let's break it down into components from the perspective of sensitivity to interest rates:








A big market driver of fund earnings is changes in interest rates, particularly short-term rates.
Lower short-term rates will lead to lower coupons from floating-rate assets like loans and many
securitized assets such as MBS, ABS, and mezz CLOs.
Liabilities are also likely to be impacted by changes in interest rates. Most CEFs have floating-rate
leverage facilities such as tender option bonds and variable-rate term preferreds for municipal
CEFs and credit facilities and repos for taxable fixed-income funds. Lower short-term rates will
cause leverage costs to fall.
Derivative cash flows, in particular interest rate swaps, will change in response to changes in shortterm rates as well. Interest rate swaps typically exchange fixed coupon cash flows against cash
flows linked to 3M Libor.
Absolute changes in allocations such as when a fund increases borrowings will tend to lead to an
increase in fund earnings.
Relative allocation shifts in assets such as a fund moving from loans into bonds will change the
sensitivity of its earnings to interest rate changes.
CEFs can change the sensitivity of their liabilities to interest rates by either hedging their floatingrate leverage facilities or moving from floating-rate leverage facilities to fixed-rate facilities such
as preferred stocks.

When you put everything together, it may seem counter-intuitive, but a CEF that holds both fixed-rate and
floating-rate assets can be relatively immune to shifts in short-term rates. This is particularly true of funds
that are operating at higher leverage levels. To illustrate why this is the case, let's consider a CEF that holds
$100 of bonds and $100 of loans, financed by a $100 repo. The fund's assets are evenly split between
floating-rate and fixed-rate assets. However, because it has a floating-rate liability that is the same size as
its floating rate assets, the fund is immune to shifts in short-term rates. The chart below shows how loans
and repo exactly offset.
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PIMCO CEF EXPOSURE TO SHORT-TERM RATES
Let's have a look at what this means for taxable PIMCO CEFs.
If we focus on the impact of the fall in short-term rates on PIMCO CEF cashflows we need to look at three
things:




Sector allocation - the proportion of floating-rate assets of each fund
Repo - the amount of repo outstanding
Interest Rate Swaps - the net exposure of the fund's swaps portfolio

We sum up floating-rate assets, repo and net swap exposure as a percentage of total managed assets and
plot them in the chart below. Our calculations will slightly underestimate the floating-rate exposure of the
funds because we use market-value figures for floating-rate securities. This is appropriate for securitized
assets which have seen many years of prepayments and defaults but less so for corporate loans which are
paying on the full notional amount. We also ignore non-USD interest rate swaps which are less important
- they are of much smaller size than the USD swap portfolios, and short-term rates in other currencies have
not fallen as much as USD rates.

The chart shows the following things:
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PIMCO CEFs contain differing amounts of floating-rate assets. RMBS-overweight funds such as the
PCM Fund (PCM) have the most floating-rate exposure.
Repo offsets a big chunk of floating-rate asset exposure. Most of PIMCO repos are 1-3 months in
duration. Given their term, rather than "open" or overnight, nature, they are likely to be linked to
LIBOR rather than Fed Funds. This will also mean that PIMCO CEFs will start to benefit earlier from
lower short-term rates than they will be hurt on their assets since their assets are linked to a longer
Libor term.



PIMCO swap portfolios also offset floating-rate exposure. All PIMCO funds hold more receive-fixed
swaps, and very importantly, they held these swaps prior to the drop in rates, allowing them to
fully benefit from the fall in Libor.

If we sum together all the components, we get the following picture. Most funds have fairly little sensitivity
to short-term rates. Those funds with negative figures stand to benefit from lower short-term rates and
funds with positive figures stand to lose out. The High Income Fund (PHK) is an outlier on the chart - it is
one of just two funds that has an OTC interest rate swap which is fairly unusual as all others are cleared
which may be a sign that the swap has bespoke elements.

Relative Value Investing in CEFs
The discount dynamic of closed-end funds adds an interesting second layer of potential alpha for fund
investors. Just as investors look at valuations of underlying asset classes to guide their allocation decisions,
they should and do consider the discount valuations of closed-end funds themselves. This second layer of
valuations driven by movements in fund discounts creates a new set of opportunities for both tactical and
strategic investors.
Just about anyone can point to a switch or a relative value trade that worked out for them. However, in
order to build a consistent and ultimately successful investment process, we have to approach it in a
systematic way. In this section, we take a look at such a relative value approach for closed-end funds.

THE FLAVORS OF RELATIVE VALUE
There are many different ways to think about relative value ideas but the two main ones are:
Price Cointegration: This approach, which is very common for pair trading of stocks, finds funds that share
a common price trend with deviations from this trend flagged as potential opportunities.
Portfolio Cost: This, arguably more intuitive, approach, which we introduce and describe in this section,
tries to identify funds that hold a broadly similar set of assets but trade at an unusual discount differential.
The portfolio cost approach illustrates the three principles which form the bedrock of our fund market
analysis: margin of safety, not taking uncompensated risk, and CEF market inefficiency.
Margin of safety is the familiar concept applied to the CEF market where we attempt to rotate into similar
assets which, for one reason or another, are undervalued by the market.
Holding funds which are trading at elevated valuations rarely makes sense, particularly when there are
similar cheaper alternatives. Holding such overvalued funds while there are cheaper alternatives is an
example of taking uncompensated risk.
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The third principle has to do with the fact that the CEF market displays an unusual amount of
inefficiency which is what often allows these relative value opportunities to persist.

PORTFOLIO COST RELATIVE VALUE APPROACH
The CEF relative value approach hinges on two key factors: 1) finding pairs of funds holding similar assets
and 2) selecting the pairs that are trading at divergent absolute or relative discount valuations.
In order to gauge whether two funds have broadly similar portfolios, we use the following metrics:




NAV return correlation - This is the familiar metric of co-movement in NAV returns.
NAV return differential - This metric ensures that a pair of funds have not had widely divergent
NAV returns, an obvious sign that the funds do not hold similar portfolios.
NII NAV yield differential - Net investment income NAV yield is essentially a measure of fund
earnings which should be similar for funds holding similar portfolios. We have to be mindful,
however, that varying expenses, leverage costs and fluctuating distribution coverage figures can
skew this metric somewhat.

Why can't we just use NAV correlation? The somewhat technical answer to this question is that NAV
correlations measure co-movement around the respective trends. So two funds could have a high positive
return correlation but steadily diverging trends. So, while a high NAV correlation is necessary, it is not
sufficient to identify funds holding very similar assets.
And for measures of cost we use both absolute and relative metrics: discount differentials as well as the
percentile rank of the most recent discount differential relative to history. We try to identify fund pairs that
not only trade at a large discount differential, but also trade at a differential that appears extreme relative
to its own history.
It may seem self-evident, but it is still worth asking why we are looking for funds with more attractive
discounts. After all, there are many examples of funds trading at a premium that just keeps steady or grows
with time. One reason is that funds with wider discounts tend to be less fragile in the sense that any
negative surprise, be it distribution cuts or performance, is punished much less by the market. For example,
just last year PHK and PGP suffered double-digit daily losses on negative distribution surprises.
The second reason why we look for funds with more attractive discounts is that wider discounts translate
into lower prices which in turn translate into higher yields, all else equal. This allows investors to allocate
less capital to achieve a given income stream.

RESULTS
In this section we use PIMCO taxable CEFs as a case study. The table below shows the top picks from the
calculations. The table is split into two sections: three portfolio similarity measures and two measures of
portfolio cost.
The table is sorted by fund pairs with highest portfolio similarity and widest cost disparity so that the most
attractive pairs (those with most similar portfolios and widest cost disparity) are shown at the top.
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Let's take a look at some of the individual pairs.

PCN VS. PFN
PCN and PFN have a 92% NAV return correlation over the past year and a 3-year total NAV return
differential of 1.7% or about half a percent per annum.

Looking at total NAV returns, PCN has marginally outperformed PFN over the last three years.

Another way to look at relative performance is by plotting the gross NAV as a ratio. This chart shows clearly
that after trending until 2016, the performance of the two funds has been pretty similar since then.
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A set of similar recent returns is supported by a similar allocation. One difference between the two funds
appears to be a somewhat larger mortgage allocation by PCN as well as slightly more leverage overall.

On the pricing side, the two funds have a discount differential of 23% which is at a 95th percentile, meaning
the current figure is higher than 95% of historic observations. We can see this in the chart below where the
PCN premium has clearly pulled away from PFN.
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We can see this more clearly in the following chart which plots the discount differential of the two funds.

Are there good reasons for this absolute and relative disparity in discount valuation?
The relative discount picture stands in contrast to fund yields. PCN current yield is 2% below that of PFN
which makes this situation slightly unusual as tighter discounts tend to go with higher yields. On a 12month trailing yield basis, we can see that PFN has had the advantage over PCN for the last couple of years.
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So, what could be driving the PCN premium?
One reason could be that PCN has consistently delivered about a 0.5-1% additional return in NAV per year
than PFN. Part of this could be due to the fact that PCN pays a lower rate on its ARPS. Another could be the
higher leverage and a larger allocation to non-agency RMBS which have performed particularly well. We
think both the ARPS and the RMBS drivers will be less impactful going forward as PIMCO has been shedding
its ARPS and non-legacy RMBS assets are fully valued.
Another reason may have to with a stronger coverage and UNII position by PCN although this advantage
has persisted for some time. It would be a stronger case for PCN had the two funds traded at a similar
premium. However, given they have been trading at different premium levels suggests that the difference
in coverage is already priced in.

We have to remember, however, while these factors can drive a difference in discounts, it is harder to
explain a sudden change in discounts so we think the relative value case for PCN over PFN still holds. In
other words, while there is some evidence that PCN should trade at a higher premium than PFN, the sudden
surge in its premium does not make sense to us.

PDI VS. PCI
PCI and PDI have a 89% NAV return correlation over the past year and a three-year gross NAV return
difference of just 0.3% or about 0.1% per annum.
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On the pricing side, the two funds have a discount differential of 11.5%.
The chart below shows three-month rolling NAV daily return correlation of the two funds. The fact that the
rolling correlation has moved higher over the last three years is not by chance as it coincides with
an investment objective shift by PCI to look more like PDI.

Looking at total NAV returns, PDI had been outperforming PCI since 2017 until PCI closed the small gap
recently.

Let's now have a look at the relative pricing of the two portfolios.
PDI has historically traded at a tighter discount to PCI and this looks to have grown with time.
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The discount differential is more clearly seen in this chart with PDI trading at around a 10% premium to PCI
over the last few years.

One potential reason for the PDI premium may have to do with slightly better coverage and UNII, but we
don't find this argument totally convincing as the relative coverage position of the two funds has flipped
around without affecting the relative discount position.

Much like the case of PCN vs. PFN, we think part of the PDI premium has to do with stronger historic return
over PCI. However, this outperformance over PCI is clearly non-repeatable given the one-off appreciation
of non-legacy RMBS assets as well as the convergence of the investment objectives of the two funds.
At the moment, PCI is trading at a slightly higher current yield than PDI as well as a higher TTM yield which
we think should support PCI in relative terms.
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Unlike the case of PCN vs. PFN, there has been no recent divergence in discounts between PCI and PDI.
However, we think PCI and PDI are even more similar to each other than the other pair which suggests that
the absolute discount differential should go away.
In other words, while we think PCN and PFN could trade at different discount levels, their recent discount
divergence doesn't make sense to us. And in the case of PCI vs. PDI, we don't think these funds should
trade at a different absolute discount level at all.
What does this approach exclude? This approach excludes multiple factors that many investors rightfully
deem relevant. For example, by construction, it doesn't work for portfolios that are different from each
other. It also doesn't look at yields or expenses. That said, we can argue that ultimately yields and expenses
represent distributions and costs paid out from total NAV returns so they are not fully independent signals.
Where can this approach go wrong? One way this approach can go wrong is in the way that the two
portfolios differ. Recent market behavior offers an example. Consider two funds A and B that share 94% of
the portfolio with the remaining 6% invested in the Argentina century bonds in fund A versus long-term US
Treasuries in fund B. Recently, the Argentina bond shed a third of its value while US Treasuries have
consistently rallied, which would have led to a roughly 3% underperformance of the second fund year to
date, all else equal. While this can certainly happen (as it did in TEI and some PIMCO funds), it would be
quite unusual. This is why understanding portfolio composition is as important as its valuation and why this
approach should serve as a complement to fundamental research.

Building Resilient CEF Portfolios
The volatility and heavy drawdowns across various assets of the past few months have caused many
income investors to revisit the construction of their CEF portfolios. In this article we take a look at a number
of strategies that investors can use to make their portfolios more resilient. These strategies are particularly
relevant for a barbell approach to portfolio construction that allocates across a spectrum of assets.

HIGHER-QUALITY CEF SECTORS
One obvious way to make a CEF portfolio more resilient is to tilt to higher credit-quality and lower volatility
sectors. For instance, investment-grade, limited duration and municipal sectors saw much lower NAV
drawdowns in 2020 than the average sector.
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Highly volatile asset classes are not compatible with the leveraged CEF structure. This is because they are
more liable to a forced deleveraging and a lock-in of permanent income loss. This can leave investors with
a difficult dilemma of remaining with a low-yielding asset on their cost basis or selling the fund and locking
in significant capital losses due to sharp price and NAV drops.

LOW/NO-LEVERAGE CEFS
The main benefit of no-leverage CEFs is that they are at no risk of deleveraging and locking in of losses
during drawdown periods. The chart below illustrates how a forced deleveraging can happen.

If this chart is too abstract, consider a real-life example of the two popular PIMCO CEFs. PCI entered the
2020 drawdown period at a significantly higher leverage than its counterpart and consequently had to
deleverage to a greater degree. This meant that it was unable to claw back losses to the same degree.
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No-leverage CEFs are not going to knock anyone's socks off with their yields. Comparing them to leveraged
CEFs isn't the point however. A better comparison would be open-end funds which by-and-large don't use
leverage. Relative to open-end funds no-leverage CEFs can boast three advantages. First, they tend to have
higher yields due to their ability to hold a greater variety of assets, regardless of liquidity. Secondly, they
can boast lower effective fees (the discount effectively gives investors a rebate on the CEF fee). And thirdly,
they offer active management whereas open-end funds tend to be passively managed.

CEFS WITH RESILIENT LEVERAGE
The market action of the last few months has shown which types of leverage structures are more or less
robust. A less robust leverage structure is more likely to force a fund to deleverage and lock in permanent
capital and income losses. There are two key drivers of leverage structure robustness: leverage mandates
and leverage instruments.
Those funds that have strict leverage mandates, capping leverage at a certain level, are more likely to hit
them in a drawdown. In our view, this is what primarily explains the deleveraging of the Nuveen preferreds
CEFs in March in comparison to the Flaherty & Crumrine funds which have no leverage caps and which did
not deleverage.

The second element of this is the nature of leverage instruments. Some are more robust than others. For
example, tender option bonds give lenders the right to get their cash back on a weekly basis which
we saw happen in March across the sector.
For example, all of the deleveraging that we saw across the PIMCO national muni funds was in tender
option bonds rather than the more robust term preferreds. Because tender option bonds tend to have a
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lower interest rate funds are tempted to use them to minimize their leverage cost however this lower cost
does not come without risks.

TERM CEFS
From a risk perspective term CEFs have three advantages. First, they tend to run at a lower leverage and
reduce leverage into termination. Secondly, they tend to hold assets with lower durations which limit
their volatility and drawdowns. And thirdly, they tend to have less volatile discounts since the
termination date acts as an anchor which ensures convergence between price and NAV.
Reasons why some investors avoid term CEFs are that they tend to see lower earnings and low current
yields in the last years of their lives. The low current yields hide the fact that all-in yields (covered yield
plus pull-to-NAV yield) are often significantly higher. There is also some possibility that the termination
date may be extended though funds typically give investors an option to tender back at NAV.

CEFS WITH RESILIENT NAVS
CEF sectors boast funds with different investment mandate, sub-sector exposure, leverage levels, alpha
capacity and other factors. This is why their resilience to market drawdowns can be very different. The
chart below shows that in the high-yield sector 1-year total NAV returns have ranged from -10% to 4%.
Investors can choose to tilt to those funds that have displayed an ability to conserve capital during difficult
periods.

CEFS WITH ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNT VALUATIONS
Solid discount valuations act as a kind of margin of safety in the CEF space. Funds trading at historically
wide discounts, unless there is an obvious reason for it, will tend to be more resilient and less fragile in
light of adverse events such as distribution cuts or market drawdowns.
One of our favorite discount metrics is the discount sector spread percentile, which measures whether
the fund's discount is historically rich or cheap to its sector. We like to pair this metric with other ones such
as the 1-year NAV return mentioned above for a more composite picture such as the chart below which
highlights funds with resilient NAV returns and attractive discount valuations.
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ROTATE FROM CEFS INTO CEF PREFERREDS
Another strategy to increase resilience of income portfolios is to rotate from CEFs into CEF preferreds. This
is not an option in all sectors but a good one in equity and CLO sectors. Preferreds in these higher volatility
sectors have a more robust distribution and risk profile. For example, investors in the OXLC preferreds have
flat 1-year returns while investors in the commons shares are sitting on losses of half of their invested
capital.
There are many strategies that investors can pursue in their CEF allocations. As our last strategy suggests
however, investors should also look beyond CEFs in building income-generating portfolios into products
such as individual preferreds, baby bonds and open-end funds. Though most of these instruments tend to
boast lower yields, their risk-adjusted income tends to be higher than that of CEFs of the same asset class
due to their lower volatility.

Constructing A CEF Checklist
Professional poker players focus much more on following a rigorous process rather than taking their cues
from individual outcomes. As the former professional poker player Annie Duke says, "If we get our focus
on process then, over the long run, the outcomes are going to come". In this regard, investing and poker
are very similar. One way to formalize a rigorous investment process for income investors is to adopt an
investment checklist.
Below are some of the questions investors ought to put on their CEF checklist. This, of course, does not
mean that they make sense for everyone but these questions can clarify investor thinking, increase
conviction that avoids the typical behavioral errors and ensure that the overall portfolio remains aligned
with broader goals.

DO CEFS HISTORICALLY OUTPERFORM ETFS IN THIS SECTOR?
CEFs make an implicit bargain with income investors - hold them over open-end funds and enjoy the
stronger income, leverage, and total returns. However, while many CEFs do deliver higher income and
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certainly higher leverage, their ability to outperform open-end funds over various time horizons is not as
clear.
Our research here has shown that many sectors, particularly equity-linked ones, really struggle to
outperform sector benchmark ETFs. This was true prior to the current drawdown and remains true now.
This is downright surprising - after all stocks are up strongly pretty much over any time horizon you look at.
For example, the chart below shows the total NAV returns of the CEFs in the utilities sector and how they
compare to the ETF benchmark XLU. The chart shows that only two funds outperform the ETF
over any time frame and only for the 10-year horizon. Over the last 5-year and 7-year time horizons, no
sector CEF outperformed the ETF. At first glance, this is very odd - CEFs use leverage and their underlying
assets are up over these timeframes, so why are they underperforming?

There is no single answer. Our best guesses here are that first, active management in stocks is really hard
- most actively-managed funds underperform their equity benchmarks. Secondly, CEFs have high fees
which makes outperformance even harder. Thirdly, the CEFs hold a variety of assets outside of their
immediate sector - utility CEFs tend to hold non-US stocks, MLPs, and bonds, all of which have driven the
underperformance. The key takeaway here is that even if the sector's assets move up strongly it is far from
a sure thing that a CEF will deliver the strongest returns.

ARE CEFS APPROPRIATE FOR THIS SECTOR?
As 2020 has shown many income sectors deliver outsized volatility, in particular MLPs, CLO equity, REITs,
and others. Because CEFs tend to be leveraged, the higher the volatility of the underlying assets the more
likely the CEF is to deleverage.
A deleveraging by a CEF poses significant long-term risks for income investors. In short, it can lead to both
permanent capital and income losses. The permanent capital loss has to do with the fund's inability to
capture the upside of an asset during its recovery phase since the leverage of the CEF is now much lower.
A real life example is shown in the chart below.
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A permanent income loss has to do with the fact that the deleveraged CEF has a lower earnings stream
which often forces it to cut distributions leaving the investor with a low-yielding asset on their cost basis.
Does this mean that investors should stay away from sectors with high volatility? Not necessarily. The point
here is that they should carefully select the appropriate investment wrapper.
For example, we prefer senior securities of CLO equity funds over their common shares. These assets have
remained much more resilient and now offer higher yields than the common shares on their pre-drawdown
cost basis despite boasting a senior position in the capital structure.
For equity-linked sectors, senior securities have another advantage - higher earnings levels. Equity CEFs,
particularly those that use preferred stock as leverage, have extremely low earnings levels, and finance
their high distributions out of capital gains. This leaves income investors at the mercy of fund managers when distributions of these funds are cut, the investors are typically left with low yielding investment with
a much wider discount. This potential double whammy makes for a very fragile income asset.

ARE YOU SUFFICIENTLY DIVERSIFIED IN THE SECTOR?
"Diversify, diversify, diversify" is a mantra that investors hear all the time. At the same time,
"diworsification" - a term meaning investors can over-diversify is becoming increasingly used. So, what
should income investors do? As with many things, it really depends on what you are trying to accomplish.
Tactical investors who want to zero in on a specific opportunity within a particular CEF sector have little
reason to diversify. After all, they have pinpointed a specific situation and they want to pounce on it. Of
course, their thesis or timing could be wrong but that is the risk they are taking with a highly focused
approach.
However, investors who want to get exposure to a particular CEF sector and do not have particularly strong
views on individual funds should indeed diversify. This is because diversification avoids the potential bad
luck of having picked an underperformer. Variation in performance within sectors can differ hugely. For
example, the chart below shows 1-year total price returns of the high-yield CEF sector. The range of returns
is nearly 25% so selecting a few funds can minimize the chance of underperformance, though it should be
said, it minimizes the chance of outperformance as well.
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WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF SHORT-TERM RATES ON THE FUND?
Short-term rates are an important driver of CEF earnings and performance - a fact that is typically
underappreciated by income investors. The standard intuition is that only floating-rate CEF sectors such as
loans or securitized assets are sensitive to short-term rates. However, apart from the asset-side channel,
there are two other ways in which short-term rates drive CEF performance - through its liabilities and
derivatives.

In particular, those CEFs that use floating-rate leverage facilities such as repos, tender-option bonds, loans,
and others will stand to benefit when short-term rates fall. Funds that don't use leverage or use fixed-rate
facilities such as preferreds will not benefit.
Apart from assets and borrowings, interest rate swaps can drive fund cash flows when short-term rates
change. Funds that hedge their floating-rate borrowings will not benefit as much from the drop in shortterm rates as those funds that don't. Some funds, most notably PIMCO CEFs, also tend to use swaps
to manage fund income by transferring cash to future income.

THE ROLE OF INTRA-SECTOR ANALYSIS
Many income investors come to hold a particular CEF because it happens to be highlighted by a contributor
on this platform or another. The obvious question that investors should ask when reading a fund "pitch" is
why select this fund over and above any other fund in the sector. The implicit understanding of any given
fund discussion is that it takes into account the entirety of the sector. However, this is typically not the
case. And this is because doing an intra-sector analysis is hard - the available public data sources such as
CEFConnect and others are good at showing the statistics of a given fund but they don't show comparative
statistics of the fund's sector.
A typical example here is to suggest that a given CEF is attractive because it is trading at a wide discount or
a low z-score. The trouble with this analysis is that it doesn't tell you about what the other funds in the
sector are doing. The implication is that they are just standing still, but maybe they are trading at even
wider discounts? Sector z-scores, if they are provided at all have limited value, particularly at this stage
because the enormous volatility has skewed the results and because publicly available z-scores tend to
cover periods of a year or less.
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Much more valuable, in our view, are discount spread metrics that capture the historic differential between
the fund's current discount and the sector average such as the charts below. However, these are tricky to
produce at scale and so are typically unavailable to investors.

HOW IS DISTRIBUTION COVERAGE CHANGING?
CEF investors often worry about distribution sustainability for good reason. A fund that cuts its distribution
provides a double whammy to investors - a lower yielding asset and, often, a sharp price drop, particularly
if the fund was trading at a high premium. The poster child for this dynamic is PGP which has cut its
distribution a number of times and each time suffered a sharp price drop due to a fall in premium.

Unfortunately, the way CEF reporting works, divining distribution coverage is tricky. A few fund companies
such as PIMCO, Nuveen, BlackRock, and Eaton Vance follow the "best practice" of disclosing coverage on a
monthly basis. However, for the rest of the CEF space, investors have to fall back on financial releases,
Section 19a notices, semi-annual reports, and other random pieces of information to see what is going on.
Adopting a forward-looking perspective on a given fund's earnings will often allow investors to side-step
distribution cuts. For example, the sharp deleveraging of JPC and its sister funds was a precursor to its
subsequent cut. However, now that the fund has releveraged above its pre-drawdown levels, the fund's
earnings should allow it to raise its distribution back in the near term. The key takeaway here is that fund
earnings and distribution coverage are not static and investors should take a forward-looking perspective
in their analysis.
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Something as simple as having a checklist for managing a CEF portfolio can provide a number of benefits
such as avoiding impulsive allocations, controlling portfolio risk and aligning the allocation to the broader
portfolio goals. While no checklist is perfect, its ultimate goal is to ensure that the investor does the
necessary due diligence to minimize portfolio construction errors that can result in longer-term
underperformance.

What Makes a Quality CEF?
WHAT IS QUALITY?
"Quality" probably has as many definitions as there are investors. In our experience, quality is usually
discussed in either absolute or relative terms. An absolute definition of quality has to do with the fund's
holdings, so a fund that holds agencies, Treasuries, investment-grade credit or munis is typically viewed as
a high-quality fund. A relative definition of quality has to do more with the fund's approach to managing
its assets. So, a high-yield fund may be low quality from an absolute, portfolio holdings perspective, but if
it generates returns over its benchmark without taking undue risk or charging excessive fees and, in
general, tries to do well by its shareholders then it can be viewed as a high-quality within its area of focus.
What this dichotomy suggests is that a fund can fall anywhere on the 2x2 absolute / relative quality matrix.
A fund with high-quality holdings can be low or high quality with respect to how it manages those holdings
and the same with a fund with lower-quality holdings. Here, our focus is more on the fund's management
approach within its area of operation, rather than in terms of portfolio holdings as the quality of portfolio
holdings are probably less contentious and more transparent to individual investors.
It's important to say that first, not everyone will agree on the quality criteria that we propose here. Some
investors will value one set of criteria more than others given their different utility functions and
investment views. And secondly, our proposed list is not all-or-nothing. In other words, funds can fail on
some quality criteria while making up for them in other areas. For example, funds that charge high fees
may be able to make up for this additional fee drag through a strong alpha-generation profile.

RELATIVE PERFORMANCE
The importance of performance and historic returns is not universally valued - some investors, for instance,
place a greater focus on income or, what they really mean by income, distributions. The trouble with a
focus on distributions as a quality metric above that of performance is that distributions can be just about
anything a fund wants them to be.
The reason why performance or historic returns are important is two-fold. First, there is no getting around
the fact that decent returns are absolutely essential for sustainable distributions. A fund that is not able to
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sustainably generate the returns behind its distributions will eventually see its assets move substantially
lower in the absence of, what are likely to be, dilutive rights offerings.
The second reason why historic performance is important is because they provide some insight into the
skill of the managers to whom investors entrust their hard-earned capital. After all, investors nearly always
have a number of investment options in a given sector so a look at longer-dated historic returns is a
valuable thing. The longer the historic track record of a given manager the less impact luck has on their
performance against their competitors.
Investors are occasionally dismissive of "total returns" but this often confuses two different things:
performance of a given fund within its sector and a "total return" investment approach which is usually
synonymous with a pro-growth, high-beta style. However, the two are very distinct. Ultimately, the total
return of a given fund is essential in growing the wealth of an income portfolio from which all income
ultimately derives and it provides a clue to a fund manager's skill in navigating a given sector for which he
can claim to deserve investor capital.
So, how should we look at historic returns? In our view, we first need to look at NAV returns over price
returns. This is because NAV returns are the only thing that CEF managers have control over - price returns,
particularly over the short and medium-term, are a function of moves in discounts.
And secondly, we should look at CEF returns both relative to passive ETF benchmarks that allocate to the
same sector and we should also compare the CEF to other CEFs in the same sector. It should be said that it
can sometimes be difficult to find the right ETF benchmark for a given CEF as CEF holdings often range
across several different sectors.
To see how this can work in practice, let's take a look at the popular Reaves Utility Income Fund (UTG). The
chart below shows total NAV returns of utility sector CEFs alongside the ETF Utilities Select Sector SPDR
Fund (XLU).
If we look over various reasonably long time-frames we can see that the fund has done ok within the CEF
sector itself - it has the top 7-year and 10-year total NAV returns and the second-highest 5-year total NAV
return.

However, curiously, it (as well as every other sector fund) lags behind XLU across every time frame.
This is really strange since UTG uses leverage while XLU does not and stocks, broadly speaking, are way up
over the last 10 years - 11-14% annualized depending on whether you're looking at utilities or the S&P 500.
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Just purely mechanically, if you lever up asset X and X rallies strongly you should be able to handily
outperform X.
This means that our UTG vs XLU comparison is not actually apples to oranges and so is not fair - to XLU.
Let's see what happens if we instead compare UTG NAV performance to a "fund" we'll call LEV XLU that
leverages XLU 25% and pays LIBOR+0.80% on the leverage which is what UTG pays. What we see is huge
outperformance of UTG by nearly 2% per annum.

There are a few possible responses to this. First is - well XLU is not a fair benchmark to use since UTG
allocates outside of utilities into telecoms, media, REITs etc. Its utility exposure is only about 2/3 of the
fund. This is a reasonable comment, however, the problem with it is that 1) the fund calls itself a utility
fund and 2) its own benchmarks in the shareholder report are the S&P 500 Utilities Index and the Down
Jones Utility Average - both very much utility sectors.
Another possible response to this is that, well, NAV is what it is but price is what really drives your portfolio
returns. This is true on its face but, recall, that the reason we want to look at NAV is to gauge whether or
not the fund managers are adding any value and the only way we can gauge this is by looking at the NAV.
But in any case, as it happens, the fund's price returns do not actually change the analysis.
Another possible response here is that, well, yes the last 10 years have been ho-hum for UTG but the fund
really killed it prior to that. This is true - if we extend the our observation window to the period right after
the financial crisis, the fund hugely outperformed XLU in 2009 and 2010, by around 25% per annum over
those two years.
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However, the trouble with this is that the fund hasn't really been able to replicate that outperformance
over the past decade and, more likely than not, most current fund shareholders were not also shareholders
during those years to enjoy that outperformance. The irony here is that the fund's current shareholders
may, in some part, be holding the fund because of its historic outperformance in 2009-2010 but did not
actually enjoy those stronger returns.
The second reason why the lack of outperformance in UTG may seem odd is that active management
doesn't appear to have helped the fund outperform despite what has been a fairly volatile decade which,
presumably, should have delivered a number of fat pitches. Now, it has to be said, this is not surprising. In
fact, the entire utilities CEF sector has struggled to outperform a simple passive sector ETF. In addition,
decades of research into active vs. passive management shows that actively managed funds really struggle
to outperform their passive counterparts, at least over the longer term. This is not to excuse the
performance of UTG but it's also not entirely surprising.
Finally, it's worth saying that while UTG has not delivered any outperformance, its volatility and historic
drawdowns have been much greater than that of XLU resulting in a not-so-great combination of sub-par
returns and higher volatility. This is important because CEF drawdowns have multiple negative knock-on
impacts. They reduce investor capital just when it's most needed to potentially reallocate into more
attractive opportunities. Secondly, they exacerbate negative behavioral tendencies that makes it difficult
to remain invested. Thirdly, they increase the likelihood of CEF deleveraging and locking in of permanent
capital loss. So, in short, a fund that delivers broadly the same return with much higher volatility and
drawdowns is not ideal.
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So, what does this mean for UTG, in particular. Given its disappointing historic performance relative to a
simple passive benchmark despite much higher portfolio volatility and drawdowns, it's very difficult to call
UTG a "quality" fund. Yes, the fund has strong returns with respect to other utility CEFs, but it
underperforms a simple passive ETF over various timeframes of up to 10 years. And whatever
outperformance the fund does boast happened more than a decade earlier. This might be fine had the
fund boasted lower volatility and drawdowns - in which case it would have higher risk-adjusted returns but
this is not the case.

GOVERNANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Unlike historic returns, governance issues are multi-faceted. The one thing they have in common is that
they should aim to do well by the shareholders.
The first to discuss are management fees. In general, CEF fees are levied on total managed assets which
has become a common practice. This has a number of problems, however - it not only results in hefty fees
on net assets - the number that actually matters to investors, it also incentives funds to run at an elevated
leverage level which may not necessarily be in the investor's interest given the higher likelihood of
deleveraging. To illustrate the impact, consider two CEFs both at 30% leverage with one charging 0.6% on
total assets and the other the same on net assets. The 0.6% fee on total assets works out to a fee of 0.9%
on net assets or 50% higher than the fee of the second fund. Plus, from a purely operational perspective,
a fund that runs at a 30% leverage versus no leverage surely does not require a 50% higher effort in
managing it.
There are some funds that charge management fees on net assets but they are in the minority. Alliance
Bernstein and MFS appear to be two fund managers that consistently charge fees on net assets at a level
that is comparable to fees charged by other managers on total assets. For example, the MFS High Yield
Municipal Trust (CMU) charges 0.65% on net assets which works out to be about 0.10-0.20% below the
level of other municipal CEFs like BlackRock and Nuveen that tend to charge 0.5-0.6% on total assets with
leverage levels of around 30-35%.
Some funds charge weirdly high fees such as the Angel Oak pair of bank debt CEFs: Financial Strategies
Income Term Trust (FINS) and Dynamic Financial Strategies Income Term Trust (DYFN) whose 1.35% fee on
total assets ends up sucking up nearly half of the resulting net investment income that flows to investors.
Such a high level of management fees is not only obviously high but it also means that the fair-value
discount of these funds should be well into double digits, likely disappointing investors who pick up these
funds in search of a bargain.
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Some investors don't care a whole lot about management fees since its impact is, in effect, hidden from
them, particularly when funds overdistribute. It's a bit like a withholding tax that that individual investors
never have to reach into their pocket to pay. Our view, however, is that investors should care about
management fees. And this is because for two funds with different fees to earn the same amount the fund
with the higher fee has to either run at a higher leverage, allocate to riskier assets or generate a higher
level of trading alpha.
Another important indicator of good governance is what the fund does about discount control. Not all
funds have this problem - funds with strong brand identity like PIMCO boast funds that trade at premiums
due to their strong historic returns and high distribution rates. Other funds don't enjoy this privilege,
however. A fund that employs discount control measures recognizes that its total price return is important
to shareholders and under its control, to some extent. It also puts shareholder interest ahead of its own by
being willing to lower its portfolio assets to benefit shareholders.
There are a number of things a CEF can do to control its discount. Some funds schedule future
shareholder votes to convert to an open-end fund such as the RiverNorth/DoubleLine Strategic
Opportunity Fund (OPP) which plans to hold a vote in 2021 on whether to convert to an open-end fund.
Other funds hold tender offers, often, it has to be said, under pressure from activist investors. The
Western Asset Global High Income Fund (EHI) recently went through what was a very successful tender
offer for participants, driving 4% of pure alpha (and 2% of additional NAV boost) over a span of just a
couple of weeks. A fund that is currently on our radar is the Voya Prime Rate Trust (PPR) though its
tender offer features are not as attractive as those of EHI. A few funds provide periodic buybacks akin to
interval funds such as the BlackRock Enhanced Government Fund (EGF) or the RiverNorth Specialty
Finance Corporation (RSF).
Term CEFs provide a measure of discount control as their discounts are expected to move to zero on
termination date. They also tend to have smaller historic price drawdowns versus their sectors, likely
as a result of this discount anchoring. A fund we continue to like here is the Nuveen Preferred & Income
Term Fund (JPI) which has a termination date in 2024 but is trading at a discount wider of the sector
average which provides a potential tailwind into termination.
Repurchase programs are quite common across CEFs and can provide some discount support. These
programs give fund managers discretion to buy back shares of their fund when the discount is particularly
wide. This not only supports fund prices but is also accretive to fund total returns. For example, the Wells
Fargo Income Opportunities Fund (EAD) has added 0.5-1% per annum to its NAV over the previous couple
of years through its buyback program.
To check the broad impact of these programs the chart below plots the median discount of CEFs with a
repurchase program and without in the nationoal municipal sector. It's interesting to see that funds with
a repurchase program traded at a wider discount prior to the drawdown but had a smaller discount
widening in March and are currently trading at a tighter discount to funds without a repurchase program.
This could be due to the fact some some funds instituted the repurchase program only this year.
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Another key fund governance feature is overdistributing relative to the fund's income. Making distributions
from, say, capital gains in and of itself is not terrible (though it does raise the question of whether CEF fund
managers are best placed to create capital gains tax events for individual investors) and it is the hallmark
of many equity CEFs which most investors are just fine with. The mere fact of distributing capital gains (and
by this we mean beyond the regulatory RIC requirement of distributing realized capital gains but,
specifically, planning to distribute capital gains each year) is not in itself a sign of bad governance.
However, regularly over-distributing relative to fund income can create additional potential issues for
funds which can result in poor governance behavior. First, is what happens when capital gains are not there
to turn into distributions. In this case, the funds will have to turn to distributing ROC if they want to
maintain their distributions. Whether ROC distributions are bad is a divisive issue and we don't litigate it
here. Suffice it to say that consistent ROC distributions will tend to decrease the fund's assets which will
incentivize managers to raise assets through (typically NAV dilutive) rights offerings. These are dilutive not
in the sense that shareholders hold a smaller percentage of the fund, which is not something anyone should
care about, but in the sense of being anti-accretive - that the rights offering typically lowers the value of
each share.
Of course, this is not a complete list of what qualifies as good or bad governance. It's also worth saying that
some funds have governance features that point in different directions. For example, RiverNorth funds
have their good-governance contingent conversion feature to an open-end fund but also feature badgovernance repeated rights offerings due to their tendency to over-distribute.
Though different investors will have different ideas of what "quality" means with respect to a CEF, they will
agree that a quality CEF is one that tries and succeeds in delivering value for shareholders through different
mechanisms at its disposal such as returns, fees, discount control and other factors. Though it can be tricky
to gauge quality in the CEF space, our view is that investors will ultimately be rewarded by tilting to quality
funds across the dimensions relevant to their investment process over the longer-term.

PART III - SYSTEMATIC CEF ALLOCATION METHODS
Systematic allocation methods are a popular type of investment. Even something as seemingly simple as
allocation to value vs. growth stocks is an example of a systematic allocation method. Systematic
investment methods can also be applied to CEFs. These strategies are based on a risk factor approach and
provide an investment style that stands apart but also shares elements of both active and passive
approaches. What underlies these strategies is a sound economic rationale, pre-defined investment rules,
and evidence of long-term outperformance of passive benchmarks.
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The obvious question here is for whom are these strategies designed? We think there are many ways to
use these strategies, most of which do not require dedicated investing:





most obviously, investors who are comfortable with "smart beta" or risk factor approaches can
invest alongside these strategies
a subset of strategy positions can be used in tactical trading as a systematic alpha overlay on top
of a separate larger beta portfolio
new individual strategy positions can be used as entry point signals for a set of funds already "on
the radar" - for example, an investor who is familiar with a dozen funds and is waiting for a good
entry point into those funds may use a strategy signal to initiate a position
new specific strategy positions can be used as part of an entry into a new sector - for example an
investor who wishes to initiate a long position in a new sector may look to the sector funds that
the strategy is currently long

We don't expect most investors to adopt these strategies lock, stock, and barrel. However, we think it may
be worthwhile to use these as potential tactical ideas or strategic entry points with the strategy itself
serving as an evidence-based proof-of-concept that should give investors some comfort that
probabilistically they are not on the wrong side of the trade.
Apart from actual portfolio allocation the benefit of these strategies is that they clarify “what works” in the
CEF market. Many CEF commentators make their recommendations based on various statistical metrics
such as z-score and others without showing that these metrics are actually useful or have any forecasting
or predictive power. The virtue of these systematic strategies is that they clarify which metrics work
historically and which do not.
The strategies discussed here are:








FACTOR COMBO – takes the top entries among the individual strategies
DISC %LE-5Y – defined as the fund’s discount percentile over the previous 5 years
YIELD-DISCOUNT – defined as the fund’s trailing twelve-month yield less the fund’s discount
DSSP – defined as the percentile of the 1Y rolling difference between the fund and sector discount
VALUE-YLDPCHGMA – defined as the percentage change in the fund’s yield from its 3-year moving
average
MOMENTUM-1MLAG - defined as the 1Y total price return, excluding the last month
CARRY-RISK ADJ - defined as past 12-month distribution rate divided by 1Y price return volatility

The strategy total returns are presented in the chart below. There are also two benchmark CEF allocation
methods underlined in red in the legend. These are a strategy that weighs all funds equally and another
that weighs all sectors equally.
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This is how the strategies stack up versus the benchmarks.

UNDER THE HOOD
The rest of this section focuses on the DSSP strategy. To check the robustness of the strategy, we run it
through a number of tests.
The first test is the so-called bucket consistency test. The way the strategies work is they first assign scores
to each fund at the beginning of the new month. These funds are then divided into 10 buckets by score
and the strategy invests in the top-scoring bucket in the new month.
What we like to see is for the buckets to have consistent returns, meaning the top bucket should have the
best return, the second bucket - the second best return and so on. This is to ensure the strategy signal is
actually able to discriminate among the fund population. If the bucket returns are all over the place then
we know the strategy signal is not consistent and could actually be random. When we plot total returns of
individual buckets, we see they are broadly in line. The first bucket has by far the best return and while
buckets 2, 3 and 4, 5 are flipped, the story of the chart is that, generally speaking, the higher the bucket
number the worse the return, which is what we want to see.
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Our second test is a so-called drawdown test where we check how the strategy behaved during market
drawdowns and the subsequent bounceback. A loss of capital is a red flag as the strategy will tend to
perform badly in higher-volatility mean-reverting periods. Since the financial crisis, we have mostly
experienced a steadily rising market so a strategy that does poorly in a weak environment is not sufficiently
robust.
The chart below shows that during the weak months of February and March DSSP outperformed and
underperformed respectively. In the three months since the drawdown it has outperformed in two of
them. Overall, this is a positive result.

The final test is the excess return consistency test which is a way to gauge whether the amount of excess
return the strategy is able to generate has changed. In the chart below, we plot the 1Y rolling excess return
over the benchmark. Interestingly, the excess return the strategy has generated since about 2015 is smaller
than over the previous ten years. While this may be something to watch, we think it is probably due to
increasing efficiency of the CEF market which is not unexpected. Currently, the strategy appears to be
generating positive alpha.
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Systematic trading strategies offer compelling alternatives to the more common discretionary-based
investing or passive benchmarks. While we don't expect most investors to adopt these strategies
wholesale, we think the strategy signals can fit well in most investors' processes as either an alpha overlay
or entry/exit signals for the purpose of strategic positioning.

Optimized Yield-Target CEF Portfolios
The passive vs. active debate that is raging on Wall Street often misses an important third leg of the stool
- a systematic or "smart beta" approach. This sort of quantitative method of investing is still relatively small
at $1trn of AUM, however it is growing quickly. Another reason it has not achieved as much prominence is
that it shares characteristics of both passive and active styles - it is active in a sense that it deviates from
any established static index but it is passive in a sense that it follows a set of pre-defined rules.
In this section we take another systematic approach to a common problem for income investors - how to
identify an efficient yield-target portfolio. By efficient we mean optimized for minimal volatility. Why
minimal volatility and not say, maximal return?
First, forecasting returns is practically impossible on a short-term basis with any confidence
while forecasting volatility is significantly easier since, among other reasons, volatility is much more stable
than returns.
Secondly, we target minimal volatility because lower volatility and drawdowns support many other aspects
of the investment cycle - it helps mitigate behavioral biases such as selling in a midst of a deep drawdown
and it also helps risk-based and leveraged investors, that is, investors who like to maximize yield per unit
of risk and those who may want to leverage their portfolios to achieve a higher yield while controlling
overall portfolio risk. Finally, it preserves capital to be deployed into attractive opportunities in case of a
large risk-off period such as the one we saw in 2020.
It's important to say that these portfolios, as all systematic strategies are constructed with a backward
perspective, that is, there is an attempt in some way to forecast the future by looking on the past
experience. Nothing in this process is guaranteed to work, however, we are of the view that if we focus on
things that are easier to forecast (volatility rather than returns) and take a systematic and rigorous
approach (rather than a purely discretionary, narrative-based star-manager-like approach) then we stand
a higher chance of success. This is not the case just because of the "process over person" approach but also
because a transparent process increases the chance of stick-to-itiveness and mitigates a lot of the
behavioral biases and investor mistakes that usually go together with following purely discretionary active
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investment approaches such as selling at the bottom or chasing outperforming managers just as their
performance is about to mean-revert.

SETTING THE STAGE
What do we mean by optimized yield-target portfolios? As we suggested above, we optimize for two things:
yield-target and volatility. More specifically, we define our two key parameters as follows:



Yield-Target: past 12-month distribution rate
Volatility: past 3-year daily gross price return volatility

There are two common definitions of distribution rates or, more commonly, yield. There is the past-12
month rate used here which is the sum of all distributions made in the past 12 months divided by current
price and the current rate which is the most recent annualized distribution divided by current price. There
are pros and cons in using either - using the past-12 month rate can overstate the rate for those funds that
have cut their distributions in the past year however using the current rate can understate the rate for
those funds that typically pay special distributions.
The fund universe in question is our standard set of largely income-focused CEFs. We mostly exclude equity
CEFs (mostly, because we include the covered call sector) and mostly include non-equity CEFs. We also
exclude funds with less than three years of trading history so that our volatility estimates are more robust.
This is a snapshot of the latest yields and volatilities of our CEF universe.

We also set a cap of 7.5% weight for any individual fund to ensure sufficient diversification in each portfolio.

HOW IT WORKS
How does the portfolio optimization process work?
In order to minimize volatility for a given target yield, the optimization process relies on two metrics:
1. Fund volatilities - specifically, the 3-year period we touch on above.
2. Fund correlations - specifically, a fund's pairwise correlations to all other funds.
All else equal, the optimizer will select funds with lower volatilities.
However, generally speaking, all else is not equal and there will be many instances when a fund with a
higher volatility will be negatively correlated to the other funds in the portfolio, meaning that on a portfolio
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basis, a higher-volatility fund will actually be a better choice than a positively-correlated lower-volatility
fund.
There is wide variation in intra-sector correlations and this is what the optimizer takes advantage of. For
example, municipals and mortgages generally have low correlations to other sectors (these are the lines
with lighter-colored areas). There are also pockets of high sector correlations such as the one in the lower
right corner in the chart below which has equity-linked sectors. This means the optimizer will avoid filling
the portfolio with many equity-linked sectors and will likely add the right amount of low-correlated sectors
such as municipals and mortgages. This does not mean however that only low correlated sectors are chosen
by the optimizer as there are market environments where equities will outperform while municipals and
mortgages will underperform.

To concretely illustrate the power of diversification or as Harry Markowitz called it "the only free lunch" in
investing, we take the optimized 8% target-yield portfolio and compare its volatility to the volatilities of
funds that yield in the neighborhood of 8% (i.e. those yielding between 7.5% and 8.5%).
Statistic

Volatility

8% Neighborhood Yield - Mean

12.9%

8% Neighborhood Yield - Median

12.6%

8% Neighborhood Yield - Minimum

7.4%

8% Optimized Target-Yield Portfolio

3.3%

The table shows that even if we pick the lowest-volatility fund with a yield around our target (which has
volatility of 7.4%), we still get a 42% reduction in volatility (from 7.4% to 3.3%) if we go with our 8% targetyield optimized portfolio in addition to the huge diversification benefit by going with a portfolio over a
single-fund investment.
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There are a few different ways to get an intuition about the resulting optimized portfolios. In this section
we compare our portfolios to other portfolio allocations and see how they fare.

OPTIMIZED PORTFOLIOS VS INDIVIDUAL FUNDS
In the chart below we plot all the funds in our universe (in blue) versus our optimized portfolios (in red).
The yield goes on the y-axis and the volatility goes on the x-axis. The chart clearly shows that for a given
yield (moving from left to right), the optimized portfolios volatilities are significantly lower than any
individual fund with a similar yield.

OPTIMIZED PORTFOLIOS VS "NEIGHBORHOOD-YIELD" PORTFOLIOS
As in our example above, we defined a "Neighborhood-Yield" portfolio as an equally-weighed portfolio of
funds near a given yield-target. So, for example, an 8% "Neighborhood-Yield" portfolio is a portfolio of
funds with yields between 7.5% and 8.5%. If we compare these portfolios to our optimized portfolios, we
can see that there is a huge volatility reduction in the optimized portfolios.

This is the case for two reasons as we described above: the optimizer tends to pick lower volatility funds
and it tends to pick a portfolio where funds have low correlations to each other. The chart below illustrates
the much lower average pairwise correlation of the optimized portfolio (in blue) versus that of the
Neighborhood-Yield portfolio (in green) for an 8% target yield. It is especially interesting to see what
happened in the risk-off period of December-2018 where the Neighborhood-Yield portfolio pairwise
correlation shot up over 40% while that of the optimized portfolio increased less than 15%.
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OPTIMIZED PORTFOLIOS VS FUNDS OF FUNDS
Here we compare our portfolios to popular funds of closed-end funds traded in the market. We have to
admit upfront that this is not an entirely fair approach because the goals of our portfolios and these funds
are different. It's not that we've come up with a better approach to funds of funds - it's that we are offering
something different.
Our focus is on minimizing volatility while maintaining yield whereas these funds are after yield as well as
capital gains. The management of these funds want to outpeform the market whereas that is not an explicit
goal of our portfolios.
So our message here is not that you should sell any of these funds if you hold them. Our message is that if
you buy these funds because you are targeting a certain level of yield, there may be a better way of doing
this and you will save additional management fees in the process.

TIRE KICKING OUR PORFOLIOS
There are a couple of sense-checks we can do to check the robustness of our portfolios.
First, we should expect portfolio volatilities to remain monotonic, that is always rising as a function of target
yield. In other words, we should not find a 10% target-yield portfolio to have a lower realized volatility than
a 7% target-yield portfolio, at least not for any reasonable length of time. We do this by taking our current
portfolios and check their volatilities in the past. Although we only have two years of data (because of the
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3-year limit on fund price histories which results in a 2-year history of 1Y volatility), the results look pretty
good - the volatilities of the optimized portfolios do not cross over each other.

Secondly, we can check on the average pairwise correlation of all funds in the portfolio. It is important for
this metric to remain relatively stable because it ensures that portfolio volatility remains contained even if
market volatility rises substantially. If the pairwise correlation is not stable, then we should have less
confidence in the ability of portfolio funds to provide diversification. Checking the correlation on the 8%
target-yield portfolio we can see that it generally remains stable, between 5% and 30% although there are
bumps along the way which is not unreasonable given that asset correlations do tend to ebb and flow
through different market environments.

These two sense-checks gives us additional confidence that these portfolios should behave more or less as
expected in the future.

PERFORMANCE DURING THE 2020 DRAWDOWN
Let's take a look at the performance of the portfolios during the 2020 drawdown. In order to gauge the
relative performance of the portfolios, we use two benchmarks: 1) an equally-weighted CEF portfolio
where all CEF funds are equally weighted and 2) an equally-weighted CEF sector portfolio where all CEF
sectors are equally weighted. This second portfolio helps to ensure that the municipal bond sector, which
has many more funds than any other sector, does not skew the results.
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The chart below shows total returns since the last quarterly rebalancing at the end of 2019. All of the
portfolios outperformed the two benchmarks by a substantial margin. What is also interesting is that the
order of performance is exactly in line with the yield-target; the higher the yield-target, the lower the total
return. This makes sense as higher yield-target portfolios will tend to have a more aggressive orientation.

Plotting total returns shows the substantial difference between even the highest yield-target portfolios and
the two benchmarks.

Summarizing the results shows not only stronger absolute returns but also stronger risk-adjusted returns.
What is also very interesting is that the yields of the two benchmark portfolios are around 7%. The higher
yield-target portfolios not only delivered a substantially higher yield but also ended up strongly
outperforming the two benchmarks.
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PERFORMANCE DURING THE LAST TWO DRAWDOWNS
To see if the outperformance of the optimized portfolios during this last drawdown is a fluke, let's go back
to the previous drawdown at the end of 2018.
Plotting the total returns from the quarterly rebalancing date prior to the December sell-off shows a similar
trend - optimized portfolios outperformed during both drawdowns. It's also interesting that the greater
total return cushion that the benchmark portfolios built up since the end of the 2018 drawdown due to
their greater risk taking was sorely insufficient in this past drawdown.

The total return picture shows a similar divergence between the optimized portfolios and the two
benchmarks, even more so in this longer period.

Just to do a sense check, let's also compare the performance of the portfolios against the popular funds of
CEFs:
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Amplify High Income ETF (YYY)
Invesco CEF Income Composite ETF (PCEF)
Cohen & Steers Closed-End Opportunity Fund (FOF)

As above, the total return legend is sorted in the order of performance. These fund benchmarks have
performed on par with our own benchmarks and significantly worse than the optimized portfolios.

Target-yield portfolios are a common offer of any number of investment gurus. These offers usually rely
on three things: a macro-economic rationale, a sense of relative attractiveness of various funds and their
future relative performance plus a view of the overall direction of the market. The approach in this section
is different - our view is that it is difficult to get all three of the above right consistently, if ever. So instead
we take a quantitative tack - not only because we think it is more reliable and transparent but also because
minimizing volatility is a virtue in itself. It helps to mitigate behavioral errors, preserves capital to be
deployed at critical times and can support greater portfolio leverage. In a nutshell, we think in an
environment of greater uncertainty and volatility, these portfolios can be a defensive tool for different
investor types and investment styles without compromising on income.

ABOUT SYSTEMATIC INCOME
At Systematic Income we analyse the fund market through the prism of value, fundamental and technical
factors and help investors make the right decisions by providing easy-to-use interactive tools. We focus
specifically on income-products such as closed-end funds, preferred stocks, baby bonds, ETFs and mutual
funds.
On our Focus List we maintain a list of income securities with attractive risk/reward profiles.
You can learn more about us and our SeekingAlpha Marketplace service here:
https://seekingalpha.com/author/ads-analytics
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